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The persistent social and economic inequalities across the UK need to be challenged. This need is heightened by the political and economic uncertainties brought by Brexit and the global challenges of technological and climate change.

This report by the University of Liverpool Heseltine Institute for Public Policy, Practice and Place, titled ‘National Spatial Strategies in an Age of Inequality’, is therefore very timely.

Cities and regions are increasingly taking ownership of their futures through the devolution agenda, yet deeper structural inequalities cannot be tackled by local action alone. National frameworks are needed, not least, given the lack of one for England and, more generally, because of the sectoral approach which is taken to policy.

In October 2018 I therefore launched the UK2070 Commission, an independent inquiry into city and regional inequalities in the United Kingdom. The UK2070 Commission not only aims to illuminate the nature of these inequalities but also to illustrate the potential value of national spatial frameworks, and to identify the range of policy interventions needed to address them, including governance and fiscal instruments. The UK2070 Commission will report its findings in November 2019.

This report profiles international practice and draws together valuable experience from Wales, France, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Ireland, and England. It identifies fifteen ‘lessons’ which in combination have implications for a potential new generation of national spatial planning in the UK and beyond.

This report was submitted initially as a response to the UK2070 Commission’s call for evidence. I am therefore delighted to see it now published as a Policy Report by the University of Liverpool Heseltine Institute. Gleaned from direct experience in the practice of national spatial planning, it will inform the considerations of the UK2070 Commission and of all those seeking more effective planning of development across the UK.

Lord Kerslake
Chair of the UK2070 Commission
INTRODUCTION

We have reached a tipping point. Inequality can no longer be treated as an afterthought. We need to focus the debate on how the benefits of growth are distributed. Our report ‘In it Together’ and our work on inclusive growth have clearly shown that there doesn’t have to be a trade-off between growth and equality. On the contrary, the opening up of opportunity can spur stronger economic performance and improve living standards across the board.

(José Ángel Gurría Treviño, Secretary-General OECD Paris, 2015)

INTRODUCING ‘NATIONAL’ SPATIAL STRATEGIES IN AN AGE OF INEQUALITY: INSIGHTS FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM, IRELAND AND FRANCE

Abstract

In the introduction to this University of Liverpool Heseltine Institute for Public Policy, Practice and Place report on ‘national’ spatial strategies in an age of inequality, we first discuss why there is today a compelling imperative to return to national spatial planning; second concomitant with a rethinking of the overall prevailing political-economic paradigm, we argue that spatially conscious national regulations, policies and resource allocation practices can do more to support polycentric territorial development, local institutional empowerment, place sensitive development policy, and beyond a few ‘hot’ national economic cores, sustainable urban development in a broader number of flourishing second-tier city-regions (regional cities, their satellite towns and rural hinterlands); and third, reading across the articles to follow on spatial planning in Wales, France, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Ireland and England, we identify fifteen lessons for national spatial strategies which in combination have the capacity to instruct planning initiatives which seek to promote balanced regional development.

Introduction

The Kerslake UK2070 Commission’s 2018/19 ‘Independent inquiry into city and regional inequalities in the UK’ provides an opportunity to think again about the status of ‘national’ spatial strategies and ‘national’ spatial plans in and for the UK, and for comparison, in and for the UK’s nearest neighbours. The word ‘national’ is being used here to incorporate spatial strategies conceived and enacted in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland and in nearby Ireland and France. Our supposition is that these countries might benefit by sharing their experiences of plan-making and execution, and in addition might usefully harness their collective learning to inform the possibility of a national spatial strategy for England, where territorial planning at scale has been conspicuous by its absence. And so we ask: what spatial strategies exist in these jurisdictions? What have been their recent histories? What is the current status of spatial strategising? What kinds of politics surround plan-making and implementation? Who owns plans? Who funds plans? How are plans governed? What works and what does not?

In framing the contributions to follow, this introduction first asks: why national spatial planning and why now? It underscores growing concern throughout the advanced capitalist (OECD) world with the efficacy of the prevailing neoliberal model of development and widening social and spatial inequalities, exacerbated by spatially blind development policy and manifested most clearly in a so-called ‘revolt of the rustbelt’ and a rise in political populism. We argue that three significant developments may lead (in fact arguably already are leading) to a final exhaustion of consent for this model, paving the way for an alternative template for growth.
and providing further impetus for a purposeful re-focus towards national spatial planning: a) post-crash (post 2008) neoliberalism redux and austerity, b) Brexit, and c) the emerging importance of artificial intelligence and big data in the national economy.

Second, alongside rethinking of the mainstream hegemonic economic paradigm, we then argue that spatially conscious national regulations, policies and resource allocation practices and place-sensitive development policies can do more to support a broader number of flourishing city-regions beyond “hot” core cities, which in turn can support a more egalitarian, productive and sustainable distribution of national economic activity. Engaging but moving beyond the European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP), “New Regionalism” literature, and the EU Urban Agenda, our focus is upon building resourceful city-regions which we define as city-regions capable of mobilising their strengths to promote sustainable urban development, characterised by democratic dialogue and participatory and integrated governance, diverse economies and growth, social cohesion and inclusive economies, and environmental conservation and resilience.

Third, we read across the articles to follow in the rest of the report, examining inter-alia spatial planning concerns, traditions, and practices in Wales, France, Northern Ireland, Scotland, the Irish Republic, and England, and whilst recognizing that existing spatial planning is enacted within neoliberalism suggest that national spatial planning should attend to fifteen ‘lessons’ which together might enhance the capacity of territorial strategies to promote more balanced regional growth.

Why National Spatial Planning, Why Now?

After more than forty years of globalisation, deindustrialisation, neoliberal reform and entrepreneurial capitalism, it comes as little surprise that socio-economic inequalities within the advanced capitalist (OECD) countries have forced themselves onto the political, policy and intellectual scene with heightened force and vigour. Inequalities not only exist and persist but over time it seems they have widened and become more impactful. Exacerbating already existing structures and geographies of inequality, supply side economics, deregulation, marketization, city-regional entrepreneurialism and trickle-down economics has in the end failed a generation; a rising tide, it transpires, does not lift all boats, certainly not at the same speed. An affront to social justice, inequalities are also now understood to be detrimental to economic growth and to political stability.

Embodied in the popularity of works such as Joseph E. Stiglitz’ 2012 The Price of Inequality: How Today’s Divided Society Endangers Our Future and Thomas Piketty’s 2014 Capital in The Twenty First Century, it is clear that the question of the causes, extent, chronological development, consequences of, and potential remedies for income and wealth inequalities within and between societies now excites acute interest and controversy. For their part, planners, regional scientists, and geographers such as David Harvey, Michael Storper, Danny Dorling, Gillian Bristow, John Tomaney, Ron Martin, Andrés Rodríguez-Pose, Doreen Massey, Anne Green, and Philip McCann have contributed a geographical lens to these debates, pointing to the existence of accelerated socio-spatial polarisation, sharpening uneven geographical development, and growing regional disparities (see for example McCann 2016, Gal and Everall 2018, and Storper 2018) and debating the meaning and implications of thinking in terms of ‘spatial justice’ (Soja 2010). Perhaps not surprisingly then, there has arisen a new politics of inequality signalled by claims of a growing dislocation between representative democracy and popular sovereignty. Political populism has mushroomed in so-called ‘left behind’ communities. In the words of Goodhart (2017), counterposed to the ‘globalists’ and hypermobile ‘anywhereys’, the ‘left behinds’ constitute the ‘somewheres’, marked by a particular class, education and age profile, anchored in places now rendered redundant by global capital and abandoned it seems to managed decline. Inclusive growth is recognised as the necessary antidote to the further descent of socio-economic and socio-political exclusion into revanchist populism rooted in fear, resentment and retrenchment; one nation politics and good jobs for all, the call to arms. But how to do it? Whilst the Right has shown itself to be particularly adept at seizing the moment (Trump, Farage, Hoffer, Wilders, Kurz, Orbán and Le Pen, Bolsonaro), Left populisms too have entered the fray (for example Syriza, Podemos, Costa, Sanderson, Contyn). In all of this centre-mainstream politics appears to have lost ground. As embodied ‘yellow vests’ occupy the streets, we live it seems in dangerous times and at least for the current generation, new uncharted political waters beckon.

In the UK and more specifically post-imperial England, this historical dynamic has etched an indelible imprint on the geography of the space economy, leaving a much discussed North-South divide, although in reality spatial injustice and disparities in living standards are distributed in complex ways at a variety of scales throughout the entire country. The mid-twentieth century demise of the UK’s metropolitan dominance over what has been referred to as an ‘imperial world economy’ or ‘old international division of labour’ paved the way for an age of globalisation and a ‘new international division of labour’ marked by both a consolidation of TNC headquarters, financial institutions and producer services in London and the South-East and in consequence an accelerated growth of the UK’s capital city as a cosmopolitan ‘alpha’ global city and a globalisation of some industrial processes, deindustrialisation of once vibrant imperial industrial workshops and port cities, in particular northern English city-regions, capital flight, and as a result a comparative lack of prosperity and opportunity (see Figure 1). Uneven geographic development has been accelerated by a disposition to favour a spatially blind national investment strategy which willingly and unwittingly has reinforced and aggravated socio-spatial polarisation. There has emerged a growing sense of these so-called ‘rustbelt regions’ of limited futures and alienation, and it is perhaps predictable that many (although importantly not all) registered their dissatisfaction with the political status quo by voting to ‘Brexit’ from the EU.

![Figure 1](http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN05795/SN05795.pdf)
Three further developments are combining to ensure that the current direction of travel is not sustainable and will not self-correct in the absence of significant state intervention.

Firstly, a depressing although not altogether surprising feature of the post-2008, post-crash regulatory environment has been neoliberalism’s ‘Houdini-like’ ability to appropriate a crisis it was centrally implicated in causing to gain further momentum and entrenchment. Invoking the idea of ‘neoliberalism redux’ to describe the ‘solutions’ which have followed, Peck, Theodore and Brenner (2013:1091) wryly note, ‘Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose’. But still the mantra ‘there is no alternative’ has never looked less shaky. Austerity has visited unprecedented pain on people throughout the OECD world but especially on these countries’ most vulnerable communities, diminishing key local government services, entitlements and social protections, public and private sector pay, capital expenditure programmes, investments in education and health care and access to affordable housing (see Figure 2). The response as noted has been a rise in political populism, anti-austerity protests, and a series of earthquake elections which have shocked the body politic. In the early 1960s, following twenty glory years of capitalist growth in the advanced capitalist world, few would have predicted the collapse of the Fordist-Keynesian compromise. And yet it rapidly unravelled and quickly became obsolete. As we approach the 40th anniversary of the election of Margaret Thatcher, there is no reason to think that neoliberalism will have a longer life expectancy and there is every reason to believe that we may be living at yet another fulcrum point in political-economic history. Rather than a new chapter of an old story, neoliberalism redux might well prove to be the last throw of the dice for a falling regime of accumulation.

Second, what does rigorous social science tell us about the likely potential impacts of ‘Brexit’? Of course, the uncertainties surrounding Brexit mean that we cannot say for sure what its likely impacts will be. But, in reality, there are few precious few reasons to prefer optimism over pessimism. With few exceptions most of the rigorous impact assessments conclude that Brexit, whether ‘soft’ or ‘hard’, will depress and damage the UK economy and social and spatial inequalities within the confines of the current political-economic status quo. Certainly, further deregulation and the machinations of an unbridled market (roll back neoliberalism) will not rectify that which they have played a significant part in birthing: ongoing blind faith that they can only make matters worse. Concomitant with a wider rethinking of the mainstream political-economic paradigm, there is a need to interrogate policy options which might arrest and reverse unmanageable uneven geographic development and socio-spatial polarisation. The case for a new national spatial plan for the UK, and in particular for England where the need for such a plan has been particularly overlooked and ignored, has never been more compelling. With the nation bifurcating along class and regional lines and populism threatening to boil over into something less palatable, failure to act, it would appear, is no longer an option. We need to find a way to promote balanced regional growth and we need to do so urgently.

In this, our thesis then is that the UK’s path-trajectory across the past fifty years, in combination with current and emerging developments, makes it impossible to countenance a resolution to the country’s result in slower growth in the UK’s city-regions and towns than would otherwise be the case. Five conclusions are garnering favour in the research community: first, Brexit is already seemingly imperatives negatively on the UK economy, second, Brexit is likely to deprive the UK economy into the foreseeable future; third, the harder the Brexit the more damaging its effects will be, to no deal promises to be a catastrophe; fourth, it will be difficult for good trade deals with other countries to mitigate losses incurred by reduced trade with the EU in the short and medium terms; and fifth, city-regions in the UK will be more impacted than those in the rest of the EU with the exception of the Republic of Ireland. Of particular significance here is the further observation that Brexit will have different consequences for different UK city-regions, ironically impacting most negatively those city-regions and rustbelt blue collar towns which voted for it. By dint of deindustrialisation and their marginality, arguably these places suffer from greater susceptibility (likelihood of suffering harm from Brexit), weaker coping capacities (are less able to withstand the shock of Brexit), and weaker adaptation capacities (ability to put in place purposeful Brexit mitigation strategies) (Phipps et al, 2017, Los et al. 2017).

Thirdly, a Fourth Industrial Revolution, we are widely advised, beckons. Whereas the First Industrial Revolution used water and steam to power production, the Second, electricity to create mass production and the Third, electronics and information technology to automate production, the future prosperity of the UK will depend on the data revolution, powerful new data analytic tools and more complex automated systems, including and in particular machine learning and artificial intelligence. And so ‘artificial intelligence and the data-driven economy’ stands as one of the four Grand Challenges identified by the UK government in its 2017 White Paper Industrial Strategy: Strategy for the Fourth Industrial Revolution. In this new age, not only will software and code permit robotic devices to perform complex tasks, but new sophisticated algorithms will enable machines to exhibit greater consciousness – perhaps to reach reflexive decisions, to undertake cognitive and sentient reflection, and even to make moral judgements. The extent to which the UK is freely able to address its pernicious problem with low productivity will in no small way depend upon its capacity to roll out artificial intelligence, big data, digital technologies and automation, broadly across the whole economy, and deeply within sectors. And yet this emerging economy risks aggravating existing inequalities. Firstly, the 2017 Industrial Strategy White Paper observes that AI ecosystems are already more developed in some UK regions; for example in London, Bristol, Cambridge and Edinburgh. Will these regions benefit from this head start so as to further entrench uneven geographical development and open up a new productivity gap between them and say England’s Northern Powerhouse? Secondly, whilst the impact of AI on the labour market is the subject of much debate, it is possible that it will further polarise income inequalities, creating more very high and very low paying jobs at the expense of a squeezed middle. Once machines replace human beings: No Humans Need Apply!

Our thesis then is that the UK’s path-trajectory across the past fifty years, in combination with current and emerging developments, makes it impossible to countenance a resolution to the country’s

---

**Figure 2**

Comparison of economic growth by UK regions/countries before and after crisis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>1999-2007 Average</th>
<th>2010-2016 Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lon</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scot</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wal</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Mid</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Mid</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

**Framing Spatial Planning: In Support of Polycentric Place-Sensitive Development Policy, Local Institutional Empowerment and Sustainable Urban Development**

In the UK, territorial inequalities have expanded without recourse to a strong UK Government national spatial plan or redistributive regional policy. This was not always so. Following the second world-war, regional policy was extended to a position of some prominence as debates over the country’s North-South divide captured the attention of elected representatives and Whitehall. Following accession to the EU in 1973 however, the UK steadfastly ceded the obligation to invest in lagging regions and regions undergoing sectoral restructuring, to EU Structural and Cohesion Funds. Undoubtedly, these funds have played a significant role in ameliorating what might otherwise have been even greater regional inequalities. Given its history of professional expertise, the UK in fact played a central role in lobbying for and designing EU regional policy. But this transfer of responsibility to the EU did create something of a vacuum in the UK itself (Sykes and Schuette-Baeging, 2017) as we will witness later in the report, certainly some parts of the UK have experimented with regional policy, plans and instruments, and not without success, but there has been no central national directive or dedicated fund of scale supporting balanced regional development. Meanwhile Brexit is likely to remove or reduce EU investment in UK regions. Whether a new UK Shared Prosperity Fund will be capable of delivering the same resources and benefits as EU Structural and Cohesion Funds remains to be seen.
Introduction

The objective of place-sensitive spatial planning is to prompt, prime and catalyse sustainable urban development in both fast growing city-regions and in a wide range of second-tier and otherwise stagnating, declining, and struggling city-regions.

Niamh Moore-Cherry reflects upon changes over time in Northern Ireland’s Regional Development Strategy 2025, noting the particular challenges which attend to spatial planning in post-conflict societies. For his part, Greg Lloyd discusses Scotland’s highly-regarded National Planning Framework but warns that post-crash neoliberal pressures and austerity have conspired to degrade, dilute and dissemble key elements of this model. Naomi Moore-Cherry then reflects upon Ireland’s bold new 2040 National Planning Framework, which aspires to a step change in spatial planning practice following the poor performance of the earlier National Spatial Strategy. Finally, Vincent Goodstadt notes that whilst unlike other administrations England lacks an explicit national spatial plan, already one exists de facto by dint of the cumulative effects of spatially blind national policies. Alas this has largely conspired to entrench existing inequalities.

Collectively these articles bear witness to the uneven mosaic of national spatial planning practices currently at work across the

Improving the efficacy of National Spatial Planning: Extracting lessons from Scotland, Wales, France, Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, and England

In the articles to follow below (with the exception of the English case), to aid comparison, authors have structured discussion around three sub-headings. Planning Spatially (Wales/France/Northern Ireland/Scotland/Republic of Ireland) (which provides a review and status report of national spatial planning in each case), Commentary: Efficacy and Key Issues (where authors articulate their thoughts on the planning tradition under scrutiny), and wider Implications of the Welsh/French/Northern Irish/Scottish/Irish cases (where authors extract key take away messages from their reflections which might have wider significance for comparators). The final article on the English case documents how and why England appears to be an outlier with no strong recent national spatial planning tradition of note and reflects upon what might be done in response.

Neil Harris first reviews the Welsh experience, observing that the Welsh Government is in the process of preparing a twenty year National Development Framework re-focusing on land-use planning, replacing the broader spatial planning agenda preferred in the earlier Wales Spatial Plan. Xavier Desjardins meanwhile notes that whilst the uneven development of French regions has always been a political and spatial preoccupation, the French state’s capacity to promote balanced regional development has been diminished; the heyday of ‘aménagement du territoire’ now presents itself as a nostalgia. Brendan Murtagh reflects upon changes over time in Northern Ireland’s Regional Development Strategy 2025, noting the particular challenges which attend to spatial planning in post-conflict societies. For his part, Greg Lloyd discusses Scotland’s highly-regarded National Planning Framework but warns that post-crash neoliberal pressures and austerity have conspired to degrade, dilute and dissemble key elements of this model. Naomi Moore-Cherry then reflects upon Ireland’s bold new 2040 National Planning Framework, which aspires to a step change in spatial planning practice following the poor performance of the earlier National Spatial Strategy. Finally, Vincent Goodstadt notes that whilst unlike other administrations England lacks an explicit national spatial plan, already one exists de facto by dint of the cumulative effects of spatially blind national policies. Alas this has largely conspired to entrench existing inequalities.

Collectively these articles bear witness to the uneven mosaic of national spatial planning practices currently at work across the
UK and its nearest neighbours. It is clear furthermore that the case for national spatial strategies in each jurisdiction has waned and waned in popularity through time and although now more openly debated, there are fewer of them than in the days when they enjoyed universal consent anywhere. Equally variable over space and across time is the meaning of national spatial planning: its aims and objectives, approaches, concepts and practices. Furthermore, there exists a continual need to extract from expert analysis, even without reference to the efficacy of different strategies and tactics. These qualifications made, a reading across the articles suggests that plans which attend to the following fifteen lessons (in no particular order) may stand a greater chance of success. Our final caveat is that the spatial plans under scrutiny exist within neoliberalism, albeit they occupy a complex relationship with market logics; our lessons need to be read with an awareness of history and context to the fore.

1. National spatial plans depend upon, and constitute a vital test bed for, new models of leadership within the planning profession. Plans require skilful leaders – perhaps even a new generation of planners/leaders – who are able to reconcile planning expertise with the demands of both national investment for economic efficiency and social control over national investment decisions for equity and economic democracy. The need for hard political choices and professional and technical expertise necessitates that plans cannot be wholly driven by stakeholder communities. But radically new consultative mechanisms must be instigated from within to accommodate excluded communities and heard and ingested. Balanced regional development is assuming new importance given the ascent of political populism. Republican and socialist constituencies are bound to historically novel grievances and modes of political organisation and proposed solutions upwelling from below. National spatial plans will only work if they are meaningfully co-constructed with the communities they are seeking to support and underpinned by participatory governance. They need to be authentically co-authored, not least with so-called ‘left behind’ communities.

2. Both national economic cores and second-tier cities require support. National spatial planning must concern itself with spatially conscious national investment strategies which foster sustainable urban development in both economic cores and a wider range of second-tier city-regions, including stagnating and declining city-regions. A focus upon polycentricity should not be taken to imply a disregard for already hot and surging economic development in grand metropolitan cores and global cities. Whilst one should approach claims of the rise of ‘planetary cities’ with caution, second-tier cities can also be economic engines, including capital cities and global cities. ‘Urbanization’ (Brenner 2014) with caution, second-tier cities can be ineffective at steering activity and in some instances can adhere to a long term vision. This is not to invoke an age old tension between central and peripheral decision making. In short, elected politicians but is to insist that strategies underpinned by sound planning principles must never be compromised by the need for quick political wins, or even in some cases ‘stroke’, patronage and clientalist politics.

3. Plans should make explicit the need for difficult investment choices. This said the way forward is not to try to sum up all the contradictions in one go. A cross-sectoral, cross-departmental, cross-nation approach is needed, drawing upon, informing, being consistent with and consolidating EU and national investment funds need to be brought into close alignment; ideally the latter needs to be devised and administered according to principles set forth in the former. Too often, competing pressures on capital spending and infrastructural funds result in a drift from what planners conceive to be a better or more strategic allocation of resources. Planning and investment need to be brought under a single governance mechanism, if administered by different institutions they should at least be legally obliged to cross-reference tightly to each other.

4. Plans must focus upon both inter-urban and intra-urban inequalities. In particular, inequality are often referred to in urban areas they are also intra-urban. Whilst cities constitute potential engines for wider regional development, it is important not to sum up the givens from which inter-urban trajectories will inevitably follow. In fact some of the most severe inequalities exist between cities and their hinterlands, including cities that straddle metropolitan and depopulated rural areas. Urban planning, town, marine and rural planning and brown, blue and green growth strategies need to combine to effect growth which works for entire city-regions and not just for principal cities and their downtowns and CBDs.

5. Plans must carry authority and be able to discipline decisions, behaviours and actions. Plans must have a grip on, and be able to influence and direct actions. Spatial strategies which merely inform and frame resource allocation, investment and development decisions all too often get sidestepped and even simply ignored. To deal effectively with laissez faire development pressures, it may be necessary for plans to be legally binding. Commonly, plans are redundant or irrelevant to the exigencies of political cycles and can consolidate around a long term vision. Whilst it is essential that plans are subjected to democratic accountability, it is also the case that too many are undermined by gerrymandering strategies and handpicked applicants. Legal challenges to the use of local government plans are often invisible, essential but mundane ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ infrastructure (for example transport, energy, digital capacity, ports) and items of collective consumption (for example schools, hospitals, and houses) (Bhattacharjee et al. 2019). The latter suggests a new focus upon social enterprise and economic actors with ethical motives who exist in opposition to strictly market logics (Murch 2015). Despite economies, many of which undermine health inequalities, education disadvantages, a lack of affordable housing, poverty, and precarity, all of which undermine productivity.

6. Building the institutional capacity of city-regions is a prerequisite for the success of plans. Top down directive solutions to regional inequalities, conceived and administered remotely and from afar from the political centre will perform less well than local solutions, devised and enacted by local institutions. Strategic spatial planning must be deeply embedded in local institutions. Weak local institutional capacity is consistently associated with poor regional policy outcomes. Strong local institutional thickness and competence is positively correlated with more effective regional policy outcomes. For more centralised states, national planning and devolution must be essential bedfellows.

7. Plans need to be accompanied by dedicated state spending strategies and capital investment funds. National spatial strategies and national investment funds need to be brought into close alignment; ideally the latter needs to be devised and administered according to principles set forth in the former. Too often, competing pressures on capital spending and infrastructural funds result in a drift from what planners conceive to be a better or more strategic allocation of resources. Planning and investment need to be brought under a single governance mechanism, if administered by different institutions they should at least be legally obliged to cross-reference tightly to each other.

8. Plans need to be governed so as to ensure they remain apart from the vagaries of political cycles and can consolidate around a long term vision. Whilst it is essential that plans are subjected to democratic accountability, it is also the case that too many are undermined by gerrymandering strategies and handpicked applicants. Legal challenges to the use of local government plans are often invisible, essential but mundane ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ infrastructure (for example transport, energy, digital capacity, ports) and items of collective consumption (for example schools, hospitals, and houses) (Bhattacharjee et al. 2019). The latter suggests a new focus upon social enterprise and economic actors with ethical motives who exist in opposition to strictly market logics (Murch 2015). Despite economies, many of which undermine health inequalities, education disadvantages, a lack of affordable housing, poverty, and precarity, all of which undermine productivity.

9. Plans need to promote both vertical and horizontal innovation in region-making. National spatial plans are a niche within multi-scalar governance regimes and need to draw upon, inform, be consistent with and consolidate EU regional and city plans and community and neighbourhood initiatives (vertical integration). At national level, there also needs to be integration across the breadth of policy-making, be it spatial development and transport, and -of-government approach is needed, in which departments future-proof their spend systematically against an agreed list of strategic priorities (economic, environmental, social and health). Plans are reinforced rather than undercut by sectoral policies enacted at other levels and elsewhere in the state machinery. National spatial planning can be compromised by fiscal regimes which bring city-regions into a heightened competition. Where the local tax base constitutes an important revenue stream, local authorities may see a competition for capital investment and a ‘race for rates’ which can in turn undermine their enthusiasm for spatial equity and balanced regional growth. The fiscal environment has a role to play in incentivising and disincentivising popular subscription to the principle of national spatial planning.

10. A wider concept of economy is required: economic development is best achieved by supporting a mixed economy’ of market and non-market activities, including the ‘foundational economy’, and the ‘social economy’ and therein interactions between all three. Spatial strategising should occupy itself with building resourceful city-regions. Certainly, such regions ought to be building, itself a distinct planning tradition with its own competencies, skills and expertise, should be undertaken, not least because border regions often face unique challenges and can in some cases be debilitated by especially marked isolation and marginality. Where formal cross-border spatial planning is not possible, national spatial planning should take on some of the aspirations and visions for border regions which exist in adjacent territories.

11. Plans should knit together development visions which cross borders. Spatial plans introduced in countries which share a border should be designed so as to be complementary. Where possible cross-border co-operation, itself a distinct planning tradition with its own competencies, skills and expertise, should be undertaken, not least because border regions often face unique challenges and can in some cases be debilitated by especially marked isolation and marginality. Where formal cross-border spatial planning is not possible, national spatial planning should take on some of the aspirations and visions for border regions which exist in adjacent territories.
INTRODUCTION

Harvard (Committee 32: Society and Space, 19(6)

Planners need to be delivered on. Evidence-based and scheduled monitoring – from the outset understood, there needs to be a political commitment to appraisal pretend to plan if we do not plan to plan. And a litany of past failure can lead to paralysing apathy for se. Inaction is not only disappointing but it can be corrosive, – may undermine public enthusiasm for spatial planning per se. Persistent failure to implement plans fully – or even partially important that plans are seen to be followed through on. Present essential partners, not least as they themselves seek to build data infrastructures and extend their impact and reach through enhanced civic engagement.

Plans need to be delivered on. Once established, it is important that plans are seen to be followed through on. Persistent failure to implement plans fully – or even partially may undermine public enthusiasm for spatial planning per se. Inaction is not only disappointing but it can be corrosive, and a litany of past failure can lead to paralysing apathy for the wider endeavour and unhealthy cynicism. We must not pretend to plan if we do not plan to plan.

The efficacy of plans needs to be subject to constant appraisal. To ensure that plans are evaluated according to their merit and that their strengths and weaknesses are widely understood, there needs to be a political commitment to evidence-based and scheduled monitoring – from the outset so that a baseline and results framework can be put in place.

Conclusion

Fifty years of neoliberal economic development and socio-spatial inequality, in combination with a decade of biting austerity, Brexit’s uneven geographical risks and impacts, and the potential geographically polarising consequences of a much vaunted Fourth Industrial Revolution, necessitate that urgent attention is placed (once again) on national spatial planning and national spatial strategies. These plans and strategies need to emerge in conversation with a reworking on the institutional configuration of the dominant political-economic mainstream; spatial planning philosophies, concepts, and practices assume meaning and purpose only within given historical conditions. For us, there is an urgent need to interrogate the spatially differentiated impacts of currently spatially blind national policies and resource allocation practices and within the context of debates concerning new varieties of capitalism, economic democracy, institutional and regulatory shifts, alternative growth paradigms, diverse economies, and evolving thinking on market-state-civil society relationships; to work towards a plan which fosters polycentric, more strategic and spatially conscious and purposeful investment in support of a wider number of flourishing second-tier city-regions, stronger local institutions, and a dedicated pursuit of sustainable urban development. Countries will prosper if the right balance of city-regions prosper; a more distributed space economy will address unsustainable social inequalities, will be good for the economy overall, and may arrest the currency enjoyed by at times regressive political populisms in the UK’s left-behind communities.

The purpose of this Heseltine Institute report is to bring into conversation the recent national spatial strategies which have been pursued in Wales, France, Northern Ireland, Scotland, and the Republic of Ireland – so as to inform each of the others and to extract lessons for England, a nation with an unfortunate absence of consequential national spatial strategising. These plans exist within the neoliberal mainstream – albeit working in complex ways with market logics. As such, conclusions reached as to their efficacy need to be understood within context. Nevertheless, our reading of the articles which now follow has led us to identify fifteen lessons which might prove helpful for spatial planners; our list is not exhaustive. We leave it to the reader to assess the extent to which they agree with our conclusions or extract alternative conclusions of their own.
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‘NATIONAL SPATIAL STRATEGIES IN AN AGE OF INEQUALITY’
Abstract

The Welsh Government is in the process of preparing a National Development Framework, a document that will set out a 20-year land-use framework for Wales. The Framework will replace the Wales Spatial Plan. There are important differences in these two consecutive efforts to engage in national-level planning. The most notable of these differences is a recent re-focusing on land-use planning in the Framework rather than the broader spatial planning approach reflected in the Wales Spatial Plan. This article explores the implications for the Framework of this apparent retrenchment from spatial planning to land-use planning.

Planning Wales Spatially

“Wales is passing through a period of unusually rapid social and economic change...it is right that, at this moment, we should pause to consider the whole scene and examine the economy of Wales and the environment of its people. This... is, indeed, the first occasion when Her Majesty's Government has brought together all the issues which affect the economic, social, and cultural background of life in modern Wales.”

(Cledwyn Hughes, Secretary of State for Wales, in the Foreword to ‘Wales: The Way Ahead’ (1967)).

This opening statement is taken from Wales: The Way Ahead, a report presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for Wales during the late 1960s. The report proclaimed itself as the first attempt by government to explore and plan for Wales as a national space, although the language of the report is careful to identify and emphasise Wales simply as ‘a part of the United Kingdom’. Some of the themes identified in the report are depressingly familiar today, particularly in relation to comparatively low levels of economic activity in Wales compared to other parts of the United Kingdom. Yet Wales has also changed in dramatic ways in the period of over fifty years since the report was published – the economy has undergone significant restructuring, accessibility has improved, and the environment and landscape has in many cases been enhanced. The principal reason for opening this introduction with an extract from Wales: The Way Ahead, however, is to highlight that not only was it the first attempt at national planning of modern Wales; it would also be the last for over 30 years and until the advent of political devolution and the establishment of the National Assembly for Wales in 1999.
The formation of the Assembly in 1999 witnessed an acceleration in interest in Wales as a nation, alongside a proliferation of policies, strategies and initiatives. The Welsh Assembly Government, as it was then, became interested in exploring what has been characterised as ‘spatial planning’ and worked towards preparation of a national spatial plan. There are several reasons for this interest in developing a spatial plan for Wales. These include the publication of the European Spatial Development Perspective at the same time as the first Assembly elections took place. The European Spatial Development Perspective offered a renewed way of thinking strategically and spatially about territories and national spaces. The act of devolution to Wales also focused attention on Wales as a political space, as a territory and as a nation. The raft of sectorial policies produced by the Welsh Assembly Government – for transport, education, culture, language, sport, recreation and so on – also created a policy environment that demanded some form of integration and understanding of how all of these came together to impact on different areas of Wales. Devolution to the National Assembly for Wales was also preceded by Wales shifting to a system of unitary local government, resulting in a loss of strategic planning capacity as local government abandoned its two-tier structure, and fragmented into 22 local authorities. A spatial plan for Wales provided an opportunity to address this loss of strategic planning. These precipitating factors were all threaded together by the Welsh Assembly Government’s Minister for Environment, Transport and Planning, who personally drove forward the initiative to prepare a National Spatial Planning Framework for Wales.

That early initiative to prepare a National Spatial Planning Framework for Wales evolved in the following years into The Wales Spatial Plan. The Wales Spatial Plan was initially built on an emerging spatial evidence base, as well as extensive consultation with stakeholders in the different parts of Wales. The early initiative had been to prepare a strategic document to guide local planning authorities’ preparation of local land use plans and decision-making on planning applications. The Wales Spatial Plan attracted wider ministerial interest and rapidly became a document designed to integrate and reflect the spectrum of Welsh Assembly Government policies, strategies and initiatives. This was the Plan’s pinnacle in terms of political and professional relevance. The Plan itself went through two iterations, published in 2004 and 2008, preceded also by an earlier consultation version. The Plan was also embedded in planning legislation with the passing of The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. This placed the Wales Spatial Plan any particular status in planning decision-making. The Plan became more refined and detailed as it went through the process of revision and amendment. One of the key developments as it progressed was the elaboration of sub-national spaces or ‘areas’ within Wales (see Figure 3). Indeed, one of the key functions and legacies of the Plan is its definition of areas of Wales. So, while the Plan was to be a national spatial plan, it also created a strong sense of regionalisation within Wales. The creation of, for example, the South East Wales Capital Region – an area similar but slightly more restricted in extent to ‘industrial South Wales’ in Wales: The Way Ahead – underlines the Plan’s role in regionalisation and
strategic place-making. Some of these sub-national spaces live on in very recent activities to establish city-regions in parts of Wales. The Wales Spatial Plan appears initially to have been a success story – a story in which national-level spatial planning was recognised as politically and professionally useful. The Plan exemplified the ‘spatial planning approach’ that was commended and promoted at the time. It was a comprehensive strategic plan, it integrated a wide range of different themes and topics, and it expressed them spatially. The Plan was, however, about to fall out of favour almost as quickly as it had found political support. The second, revised version of the Wales Spatial Plan published in 2008 was, despite a planned four-year cycle of revision, to be the last version published. A succession of planning reviews and inquiries into the operation of the planning system unleashed a series of fundamental criticisms of the Wales Spatial Plan. The National Assembly for Wales published its own inquiry into planning in Wales in early 2011. The Inquiry’s report identified a lack of clarity in the role and purpose of the Wales Spatial Plan, especially in relation to its position in the town and country planning system. The same report also cited criticisms of the Plan by the Home Builders Federation that it was ‘difficult to pin down what the Wales Spatial Plan does’. The Home Builders Federation noted the Plan’s ‘laudable aspirations’, yet found it lacked traction within the Local Development Plans prepared by local planning authorities. In other words, it was difficult to identify what the Plan meant for plans and projects ‘on the ground’.

A second independent review of the planning system commissioned by the Welsh Government followed quick on the heels of the Assembly’s inquiry and also concluded that the Wales Spatial Plan was ‘outdated’, did not provide clear local planning policy decisions and was therefore ineffective. This Independent Advisory Group review recommended that the Wales Spatial Plan be replaced with a National Development Framework. The Welsh Government has accepted this recommendation and is presently working on its National Development Framework for Wales. Once completed, the National Development Framework will replace the Wales Spatial Plan. This point – the replacing of the Wales Spatial Plan – has come as a surprise to some stakeholders, given that earlier criticisms of the Plan were understood by many to have killed off the Plan entirely. The National Development Framework feels like a case of ‘back to the future’ – a potential reinvention of a tool that has recently been abandoned. There are, however, still a couple of years away from being in place, with a planned publication date in late 2020. Stakeholders are engaged in various stages of consultation, yet these stakeholders can still only speculate about what shape, format and level of detail the Framework will eventually take.

Commentary: Efficacy and Key Issues

From spatial planning back to land-use planning

This section comments on several themes related to the National Development Framework as the latest incarnation of national spatial planning in Wales. The first theme focuses on what appears to be a retrenchment from a spatial planning approach to a more narrowly defined land-use planning approach. The Wales Spatial Plan was emblematic of a spatial planning approach, an approach that was commonly defined as ‘going beyond land-use planning’. The National Development Framework is documented in the Plan and is presented as having a particular perspective to one of land-use planning. This is perhaps an inevitable outcome of the criticisms made of the Wales Spatial Plan, in particular the Plan’s failure to have clear strategic goals or a clear function. We can only speculate at this stage how the Framework will be capable of shaping planning policy at local level, and be relevant to decisions on developments of strategic or cross-boundary importance, may inevitably lead to a narrower and sharper focus on land-use planning concerns. The planning community may consequently feel a greater sense of ownership of the Framework than they did the Wales Spatial Plan. So, positively, we might expect the National Development Framework to be more relevant and have greater traction within the planning community. The Framework is likely to be more cost. Wider stakeholders may see less relevance in a document focusing on land-use or town and country planning matters. We can therefore scope for the Framework to engage a wide range of different sectors and functions that impact on places and how they function. The spatial planning approach, for example, opened up interesting opportunities to link planning to health, social care, culture, and the Welsh language. The wide range of stakeholders that became involved in the Wales Spatial Plan testified to the adoption of a form of planning focused more broadly on strategic place-making. The Wales Spatial Plan had very little influence on land-use policy and decision-making. The changes being made to the National Development Framework will have to be transparent and make clearer the relationship between the Framework and the Wales Spatial Plan. The enhanced status of the Framework when compared with the earlier Wales Spatial Plan – with the Framework’s ‘development plan’ status in particular – will also lead to greater scrutiny, contestation, and challenge.

Assembly scrutiny and review

The third theme focuses on the process for preparing and testing the National Development Framework. The Framework’s ‘development plan’ status, as well as the prospect of it being subject to greater challenge than its predecessor, demands that we also explore the process by which the Framework will be prepared. Local Development Plans – plans which share the same status as the proposed Framework – are subject to detailed regulations setting out how they are prepared; how evidence is to be scrutinised and how disputes over evidence and content are to be examined and resolved. Stakeholders might expect a national-level planning framework to be subject to similarly robust and stringent processes of examination. The Framework will instead involve relatively light touch processes for scrutiny and review, particularly in terms of how robust the evidence base is that underpins the framework. The Framework will be laid before the Assembly for a period of scrutiny. The Framework is not subject to any independent, external examination or evaluation process. The relatively light touch process for challenging the Framework may risk undermining its legitimacy, especially when it is compared to other development plans that go through a more robust examination process.

Centralisation

The final theme focuses on centralisation of planning and decision-making. The changes being made to the legislative framework for planning in Wales afford greater powers and influence to the Welsh Government. The enhanced status in planning decision-making of the National Development Framework, plus the ability of the Framework to identify developments of national significance and thereby ensure these are decided by the Welsh Government itself, are critical differences with the earlier Wales Spatial Plan. These changes have as a consequence perhaps without any great consternation or concern. Yet there is no denying that there is a centralising tendency to these changes, a concentration of power and influence in the hands of the Welsh Government. Some may argue that this is simply appropriate to the challenges faced and the need to create an enhanced framework for national-level planning. We will only see the full potential of the Framework, and its operationalisation, when, whether this is the case.

Making it all work

Wales has clearly been a key player in the practical application of the spatial planning approach over the past decade and a half. Wales has stood alongside other examples of spatial planning in the public sector, and has to some extent emulated and learnt from the experiences of others. The experimentation with spatial planning tools in the devolved administrations has progressed in the absence of any strategic spatial planning framework at United Kingdom level, and this does not initially appear to have been problematic. Yet the Welsh Government’s approach has evolved in recent years and the National Development Framework for Wales aligns itself more closely with the planning system than its predecessor. We still need to explore what may be needed to make this revised approach work.

The capital point recalls the earlier juxtaposition of a spatial planning and land-use planning approach. The retrenchment to a sharper and more explicit land-use dimension to national-level planning is understandable, yet we can challenge the idea that what is possible is one approach or the other. National-level planning in Wales could embrace both approaches simultaneously. A spatial vision of Wales, an integration of the various national-level spatial strategies and a characterisation of Wales and its component areas could go hand in hand with a clearer articulation of land-use matters. It was arguably the latter that was missing, or was never reached, in the preparation of the Wales Spatial Plan. If the Welsh Government can deliver such a hybrid document then it may be able to deliver what land-use planning audiences demand, while also keeping planning central to public policy more generally, and injecting spatial considerations into all policy spheres of Government.

The second demand for the future of national-level planning in Wales will be one that is driven by the Welsh Government. It would be driven both by the Welsh Government’s own implementation and experience and by the fact that it takes to deliver a development plan status document for all of Wales. The National Development Framework, like the Wales Spatial Plan before it, will be designed with local and regional authorities and drawing on the existing professional expertise within Welsh Government. The scale and importance of the task of preparing...
a national-level spatial plan calls for a dedicated unit, with assembled expertise and sufficient resources to commission studies, analyses and technical input. We see in a variety of historical examples how teams drawn together to address a specific challenge can deliver ambitious plans. We do not yet know, of course, how ambitious a plan the Welsh Government will deliver. It is also difficult to know ‘what the Framework will look like’ – to what extent in the final analysis will it differ in style, content and approach to the Wales Spatial Plan? We already know from consultation documents that it will include a suite of policies in the format of a more conventional development plan. We are nevertheless left to speculate about its eventual style and shape.

The third demand is to clarify how the National Development Framework will address the ‘in-between’ spaces that sit between the national and local scale. We have seen in the past how sensitive it has been to speak of ‘regions’ in a Welsh context, using terms like ‘areas’ to skirt around the issue. The National Development Framework could create regions ‘from above’ to address strategic, sub-national and supra-local issues. There are now also powers to build regions – or strategic planning areas – ‘from below’. One of the key issues to be addressed in preparing the Framework is whether it will have a regional component, what those regions may be and how they should be defined. The Wales Spatial Plan had its own regionalisation, although there is no requirement that the Framework closely follow these. The Welsh Government has indicated recently that the Framework’s regions will reflect the existing economic regions of Wales – a step that fails to reflect the wider issues beyond the economy that influence the design of regions, and potentially a missed step that fails to reflect the wider issues beyond the economy. Such a reflection is needed to demonstrate to stakeholders what impact and influence they have. A failure to do this means political support dissipates and the frameworks simply become ‘documents sitting on a shelf’. Political support, interest and momentum need to be sustained – frameworks can rise and decline in relevance within short timescales and with changes in political representation.

The fourth demand is to revisit whether the Welsh Government now also possesses the powers to build regions – or strategic planning areas – ‘from above’. One of the key issues to be addressed in preparing the Framework is whether it will have a regional component, what those regions may be and how they should be defined. The Wales Spatial Plan had its own regionalisation, although there is no requirement that the Framework closely follow these. The Welsh Government has indicated recently that the Framework’s regions will reflect the existing economic regions of Wales – a step that fails to reflect the wider issues beyond the economy that influence the design of regions, and potentially a missed step that fails to reflect the wider issues beyond the economy. Such a reflection is needed to demonstrate to stakeholders what impact and influence they have. A failure to do this means political support dissipates and the frameworks simply become ‘documents sitting on a shelf’. Political support, interest and momentum need to be sustained – frameworks can rise and decline in relevance within short timescales and with changes in political representation.

There is a trade-off between the wide-ranging, visionary character of a ‘spatial planning’ approach and the detailed, narrower ‘land use planning’ or ‘town and country’ planning approach. The former can be a high-level shaper of change and engage a wide range of stakeholders from different sectors, yet risks not having much to show ‘on the ground’. The latter can show more tangible impacts on developments and actions on the ground, yet risks accommodating rather than shaping change.

The process through which a framework is prepared – and, if appropriate, examined – needs to reflect the style of the document and the uses made of it. Some styles of national-level planning demand strong and rigorous processes for independent examination if the resulting framework is to be legitimate, especially if it is to shape and influence documents at other scales. Less formal frameworks may be subject to informal processes of engagement and review.

National-level planning frameworks are rarely an end product in themselves – they are usually a framework for activity and planning at other scales. These may be regions, cities or localities. A national-level framework needs to be clear about which of these scales and forums it is trying to influence. This may require intermediary scales or tiers between the national and the local, depending on the ‘distance’ between these two scales.

National-level spatial planning frameworks only emerge and succeed when the political, social, economic and community conditions are supportive. We see historically in Wales that there are often extensive periods between efforts to plan national spaces. We also see that governments in the United Kingdom have ignored repeated professional calls for some form of national-level spatial planning in England. The case for national-level spatial planning needs to be made strongly, yet this case will not be heard if the wider conditions are not supportive of national spatial planning.
Abstract

The unequal development of France’s regions has always been a major political and social preoccupation. Until about 2000, it was common to contrast Paris with the rest of France. Since then, it has become standard practice to contrast “metropolitan areas” with “peripheral France” or “small town and countryside France”. The State’s capacity to drive the inter-regional rebalancing of development has clearly diminished given both the devolution of power to France’s local authorities (décentralisation) and greater openness to international trade. The nostalgia of the heyday of “aménagement du territoire” is still alive. But what notions and tools would be fit to efficiently tackle the current territorial challenges?

Planning France Spatially

The policy of deliberately re-balancing development across French regions emerged in the late 1940s. I will outline the key aspects of this policy to help show more clearly how it was scrapped subsequently (Desjardins, 2017).

In 1950, Eugène Claudius-Petit, the Minister of Reconstruction and Urban Planning, set out the case “For a National Plan for Regional Development” (Pour un plan national d’aménagement du territoire) to France’s Council of Ministers (roughly equivalent to the British Cabinet). A national plan has never been elaborated since that period. Nevertheless, National Planning Policy emerged in the 1950’s. In 1955, initial measures were created to limit the development and location of firms in the Paris region. Cultural decentralisation was pursued by creating national theatre centres across the country. This was strengthened in the 1960s by the creation of cultural centres (Maisons de la Culture) by André Malraux, General de Gaulle’s Minister of Culture.

In 1963, the Delegation for Regional Development Planning and Action (Délégation à l’Aménagement du Territoire et à l’Action Régionale or DATAR) was created. The “great era” of development was marked by this institution, which was directly supervised by the Prime Minister’s office. It was a small mission-focused administration of a hundred persons. Its purpose was to influence the actions of the various ministries so that their policies were compatible with more balanced territorial development. The DATAR was directed by iconic personalities: Olivier Guichard between 1963 and 1968 and Jérôme Monod from 1968 to 1975. It became the symbol of France’s national ambition for regional planning. Many great development operations were launched in the 1960s, including: the creation of new towns around Paris, Lille and Lyon; the creation of large industrial-port areas in Fos-sur-Mer and Dunkirk; the “Racine” plan for developing tourism along the Languedoc coast; industrial decentralization; the creation of France’s first national parks; and the policy of nurturing “metropolitan areas for equilibrium” around big provincial cities, to offset the weight of Paris.

At the time, there were three principal types of State intervention in regional development: the orientation of company investments, the support of growth clusters (pôles de croissance), and large economic modernisation programmes.

The notion of growth clusters marked spatial planning. This idea had been proposed by the French economist François Perroux in 1955. Perroux’s position was simple: polarisation in the industrial
NATIONAL SPATIAL PLANNING IN FRANCE

The third form of territorial economic interventionism concerned large industrial or agricultural projects that reshaped territories. The choice to strongly modernize agriculture, stated as early as the 1950s and confirmed as of 1962 within the framework of the Common Agricultural Policy on a European level, had a considerable territorial impact on the massive relocation in the number of farmers. Other major “modernisation” programmes were industrial. These projects also concerned France’s military-industrial complex (including de Gaulle’s nuclear weapons programme), energy (the decision to develop nuclear energy in the 1970s), and transport (the emblematic launching of the High-Speed Train). In all cases, the impulse of the public authorities was massive and the “territorial dimension” of these programmes was clearly expected.

During the 1980s, the conclusion was drawn that France had to give up or recognize that it was no longer possible to use these three levers. As restrictions on foreign trade were gradually lifted, the desire to direct the location of manufacturing units no longer made much sense. Factories relocated massively to Asia: the number of farmers. Other major “modernisation” programmes were industrial. These projects also concerned France’s military-industrial complex (including de Gaulle’s nuclear weapons programme), energy (the decision to develop nuclear energy in the 1970s), and transport (the emblematic launching of the High-Speed Train). In all cases, the impulse of the public authorities was massive and the “territorial dimension” of these programmes was clearly expected.
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France in 2005. Revenues from “exported” activities represented barely 20% of the revenues collected from outside a territory. This was equivalent to all transfer revenues. The public base (salaries of public employees) represented 9% of residential revenue. For settled rural areas alone, basic residential incomes play a more important role, since these incomes account for two-thirds of the base economy in rural areas (compared to half for all settled areas). This difference is explained by retirees, tourists and commuters. This income-generating mechanism, whereby revenue is not created locally through productive activities, makes it possible to understand how spaces devoid of metropolitan assets have been able, over the last decades, to see employment progress, the income of their populations improve, and see newcomers arrive to live in them, etc.

The development strategies of rural areas therefore overwhelmingly rest on the capacity of these areas to capture these revenues. The enhancement of local heritage, support for cultural life or animation by markets, fêtes or sporting events are thus important levers to capture “mobile” inhabitants and with them, their income. Therefore, at least at the local level and for less productive areas, environmental and cultural considerations are not opposed to development. However, there is a threat to these mechanisms for capturing external revenues given the level of public spending. It represented 57% of GDP in France in 2016 and in 2017. This is a historical record, and one of the highest levels in the world. Any reduction in the level of public spending will impact territories unevenly: those areas that are least exposed to international competition and the least productive will likely feel spending cuts most painfully.

The State’s capacity to drive the inter-regional rebalancing of development has clearly diminished given both the devolution of power to France’s local authorities (décentralisation) and development has clearly diminished given both the devolution of power to France’s local authorities (décentralisation) and the greater openness to international trade. So now the State has only two levers of action: the mechanisms of the welfare state rest on the capacity of these areas to capture these revenues. Some metropolitan areas are not faring very well (notably Rouen, Lille or Metz). On the other hand, many rural areas show obvious signs of vitality, especially in western France. This debate over “strata” publics very strongly regional development gaps, particularly between northern-eastern France and the Paris basin, as well as the rest of the national territory (see Figure 4). The GDP of the south and west of France is 3.5 % higher than this of the north-east in 2005; in 2019, it is nearly 10 % higher. These regions are suffering from the decline of the old industry and of the Fordist industry. The example of Nord-Pas-de-Calais is striking. The mining basin of Nord-Pas-de-Calais has gone through several decades of rejuvenation development strategies. The results are indisputable, many large companies have set up plants there: Renault in Douai and Maubeuge, La Française de Mécanique in Douai then Toyota in Valenciennes, in the 1990s. Railway construction is developing in Valenciennes. In terms of industrial brownfield sites, the Nord-Pas-de-Calais Public Corporation (établissement public du Nord-Pas-de-Calais) has developed ambitious reconversion activities on part of the 10,000 hectares of industrial wastelands identified at the beginning of the 1980s. Investments in cultural activities have been important. The Louvre-Lens Museum which opened in 2012 is a symbol of this ambition. Transport networks have been greatly improved, notably thanks to the opening of the high-speed rail node near Lille, where lines link Paris to London and Brussels. However, some indicators are still very alarming today. In 2016, the unemployment rates in the Lens-Levain and Valenciennes job catchment areas were respectively 16.9% and 15.5%, compared to an average of 10.5% for mainland France. Also, life expectancy for men is more than two years shorter than the national average for the Nord-Pas-de-Calais Region as a whole. “Firefighter” development policies have often reduced difficulties. Some industrial regions have been redeveloped by such policies. However, at the national level, France’s old mining, iron and steel regions of the North and the East still face the most social, economic and health problems. Much is made publicly about the contrast between “cities” and “the countryside”, and this discourse is deliberately retrograde. But we need to ask whether it is in fact not masking the accentuation of other, more disturbing imbalances, requiring more rigorous political solutions than just slogans.

National spatial planning policies need reinvention, not nostalgia. Because of the increasing concerns over territorial inequalities, many are dreaming of the rebirth of the “aménagement du territoire” as known in the 1960s. DATAR is like a myth. For example, many regional councils have named “DATAR” their department in charge of spatial policies. But this nostalgia is not a good driver for the reinvention of national planning policy. The three levers used in the 1960s are as relevant today as then.

The country is now well equipped. With mobility facilitated for many, we can short-circuit the nearest city to have access to a resource (retail, university, leisure, and so on). The hierarchical distribution of investments in function of the cities’ size was relevant when the state had control over them, which is no longer the case. In short, national spatial planning must aim at the complementarity of services offered between cities, define the functions to be attributed to each territory according to its relations to others.
and thus think system and reciprocity rather than hierarchy and autonomy. Moreover, national spatial planning cannot be that great a redistributive mechanism that it claims to continue to be. Redistribution is much more powerful when it passes through global mechanisms, without territorial discrimination (we receive the same pensions everywhere in France, we access the same public service, we have the same social rights whatever the regions, etc.), and that household mobility reallocates this income in space through residential choices. The true mission of regional planning is not compensation, it is the transaction between all territories, their communities and their actors, which enable them to create a territorial solidarity.

Wider Implications of the French Case

- The acceptance of social inequalities seems to be growing in European societies (Espoir, L’imaginaire des inégalités, septembre 2018). The fight for “social justice” or “against social inequalities” has progressively disappeared from the social scene as has concepts such as “equality of chance” or “social equity.”

- Redistribution is much more powerful when it passes through global mechanisms, without territorial discrimination (we receive the same pensions everywhere in France, we access the same public service, we have the same social rights whatever the regions, etc.), and that household mobility reallocates this income in space through residential choices.

- The debate on the nature of regional inequalities in France is complicated, for two main reasons. The first one is that this issue is blurred by ideological bias (for example, reactionary anti-urban discourse is rejuvenated each time it seems possible to criticize the “metropolisation”) and political tactics (lobbies of elected peoples or actors from mountains, low-density areas, poor urban districts and so on are competing to be the “true” forgotten and badly-funded part of the territory). The second factor is there is no clear and shared criteria to define spatial inequalities: is levels of unemployment sufficient? Chances to follow higher education programs? GDP per capita? Health inequalities? Moreover, it is often difficult to determine if the territorial inequalities are due to the local context (for example due to a lack of public amenities) or to the social characteristics of the inhabitants. In this context, it seems important to have a “reset” of the national discourse on territorial inequalities: too simple or too confused, it seems unable to combine a shared description of territorial inequalities and an understandable definition of levers to address them.

- Because of the importance of the state in the birth of “aménagement du territoire” in France, it is still the central government that seems to be the “natural” level to reduce territorial inequalities. But, as we have seen, its role has progressively declined, due to the increasing capacity of the European Union on one side, and of the local authorities on the other side. Moreover, because of the development of the infrastructure and the growing public expenditure, the state is less able to reduce the territorial inequalities by territorial differentiation of public expenditure. In this context, the reduction of territorial inequality depends less on “vertical redistribution” (from the state to the local) than on “horizontal transaction” (thanks to reciprocity between localities). This reciprocity between territories (to foster “win-win exchanges” in agricultural, energy, leisure, culture, education and so on) is not immanent in the context of devolution. In many countries, like in France, the decentralization has often led to create “mini-states” jealous of their “fiscal bases” and competing with the others. Could it be a new role for the state to foster “reciprocity” between territories to reduce territorial inequalities (and foster a circular economy), not only between contiguous territories (like the “metropoles” or the “intermunicipal cooperation”) but sometimes between distant but complementary local authorities? It is a new challenge for the central government, not only to try to reduce territorial inequalities with its own levers, but also to create incentives and tools to facilitate and stimulate “horizontal transactions.”
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Abstract

Preparation of the new Regional Development Strategy 2025 for Northern Ireland (DRDNI 2001) began just three years after the signing of the Good Friday Agreement 1998 and in many ways, it embodied a more collaborative, balanced and hopeful identity for the region. A decade later, the revised strategy (DRDNI 2010) kept the commitment to balanced growth but stripped out many of the more progressive policies around segregation, poverty and balanced development. This paper highlights the importance of spatial planning in the context of Brexit, a renewed interest in polycentric development and the need to promote an inclusive social, ecological and economic future for the region.

Planning Northern Ireland Spatially

The very idea of ‘planning Northern Ireland’ is problematic, not least because the identity of the region is itself deeply contested. Resource allocation decisions, infrastructure investment and the presence of a disputed land border invariably produces winners and losers in a highly segregated and still territorialised region. The Good Friday Agreement 1998, an effective end to violence and a degree of political accommodation ushered in new ways of thinking in which ideas of spatial planning had strong appeal, especially in the commitment to a more participatory, integrated and collaborative approach. As Haughton et al. (2010) noted, spatial planning was firmly embedded within the new territorial management practices of devolution but in Northern Ireland, it was precisely the style of policy making that fitted the socio-political and post-conflict zeitgeist. The first Regional Development Strategy (RDS 2025) (DRDNI, 2001), was based on an extensive consultation with key stakeholders including 477 submissions from community and voluntary groups, deployed a less adversarial Examination in Public (EiP) format and produced a broadly based strategy that acknowledged: the spatial effects of violence and segregation; poverty and social exclusion in the inner-city; the unique dispersed rural settlement character; uneven development between the east and west; and the need to modernise infrastructure. Within the RDS, the Spatial Development Strategy (SDS, see figure 5) emphasised the need to rebalance growth by strengthening hubs, corridors and gateways and a separate but integrated Regional Transport Strategy identified the key road, rail, port and airport priorities for enhanced connectivity internally and externally, between the north and south, as well as with Great Britain.
The Spatial Development Strategy In The RDS 2025
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- Major Regional Cities
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It also produced some imaginative proposals in the form of Strategic Planning Guidelines (SPGs) policies that informed the preparation of area plans, sector specific advice (retail, housing, environmental protection, transport) and priorities for related programmes in urban regeneration, tourism and rural development. SPG 3 dealt with Strengthening Regional Cohesion (SPG-SRC 3) and aimed to 'foster development which contributes to better community relations, recognises cultural diversity, and reduces socio-economic differentials within Northern Ireland'. In pursuit of this aim, it set out an ambitious programme to deal with Northern Ireland's past including the need to encourage integrated neighbourhoods where people wish to live together; and to facilitate the removal of physical barriers between communities, subject to local agreement (DRDNI 2001 34-35). The approach reflected a remarkable repositioning of planning at the centre of the region's post-conflict transition and in particular, in dealing with the explicit spatial effects of segregation, peace lines and opportunities to create shared space. It also stressed the need for employment sites to be accessible to both communities and that public transport should strengthen connectivity across divided labour markets.

Summary of plans and legislation


Department for Regional Development Ni (DRDNI) and Department for the Environment, Community and Local Government (DECLG) (2013) Framework for Co-operation Spatial Strategies of Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, DRD and DECLG, Belfast and Dublin.

Planning Act (Northern Ireland) 2011 (2011 Planning Act) (which devolved operational planning policy to 11 new local authorities across the region).

GLOSSARY

Community Planning identifies long-term priorities for improving the social, economic and environmental well-being of local authorities and the people who live there.

Spatial Development Strategy (SDS) is an overarching strategic planning framework, with supporting Strategic Planning Guidelines (SPGs) to guide the future development of Northern Ireland.

Strategic Planning Guidelines (SPGs) and Planning Guidelines (PGs) provide long-term policy directions for the RDS in the form of strategic objectives, set out by topics, each with an accompanying range of measures.

Well before the financial crash in 2008, key elements of the strategy looked hopelessly optimistic. The sheer number of regional hubs, gateways and connecting corridors satisfied multiple, sectoral and political interests but proved almost impossible to deliver in practice. Some quite small settlements in the planning hierarchy simply lacked the size, economic capacity and centrality to form fully fledged growth centres and the aspirational corridors and cross-border connections had little control over investment decisions. A lack of buy-in from key departments, the failure to align capital investment (especially transport) to the SDS and a disconnect between physical and economic planning all undermined the creditability of the RDS (McKay and Murray 2017). Although local development plans were to be in conformity with the RDS and no particular SPG should be privileged over others, Housing Growth Indicators (HGIs) dominated central-local relations. Another EiP recalibrated the HGIs in response to demographic shifts (especially migration) but for the most part, the concern of local authorities was to increase their allocation of the regional share. There was little real evidence than any development plan (or related policies in urban regeneration, housing or rural development) addressed real evidence than any development plan (or related policies in land use strategies and delivery programmes.

Figure 6 shows that the revised RDS (DRDNI 2010) kept faith with the Spatial Development Strategy and span each sub-region was recognised in a range of designations including main hubs, local hubs, clusters, gateways and link corridors. The borderlands are not signalled out for particular attention but cross-border clusters (Newry-Dundalk and Derry/Londonderry-Letterkenny) are identified as networks where cooperation can strengthen viability and eliminate service duplication. The fuzzy spaces that characterise much of the spatial policy narrative helped legitimise the approach, but there is little empirical evidence that settlements are functionally clustered or interdependent or on how the settlement hierarchy is determined, other than by a function of population.

The revised RDS also stripped out a large number of the SPGs, with SPG-SRC 3 disappearing altogether and others rationalised or combined in a much thinner substantive document. It highlighted the role of the RDS in giving a spatial dimension to the newly agreed Programme for Government but emphasised economic concerns over social and environmental priorities. A new Regional Guidance policy, RG6, aimed to 'Strengthen community cohesion' but encouraged mixed communities with diverse backgrounds, house sizes and people, without specifying more obvious ethno-religious dimensions. A better community spirit, sense of place, especially by promoting a ‘village concept’ and shared use of facilities were all part of a more expansive definition of place cohesiveness (DRDNI 2010 38).

The regional planning authorities in the North and South did create a joint policy framework for cross-border cooperation and produced a map showing where and how the respective spatial strategies join within the border region (DRDNI and DECLG, 2013). This map shows how facing gateways along the border relate to each other, the importance of natural resources, principally...
the Lakelands in the southwest and the Mournes in the east and how transport corridors work within and across the border space. This Framework for Co-operation Spatial Strategies highlighted island-wide commitments in the respective plans including the importance of the Belfast-Dublin corridor, the challenges of peripherality in the northwest, the planning implications of the integrated energy market and cooperation in strategic transport. The strategy also highlighted the importance of local authority connections and the need to reflect the respective spatial strategies in new development plans under the transfer of planning powers to Councils in 2015.

On the 1st April 2015 a new two-tier planning system came into effect via the Planning Act (Northern Ireland) 2011, with local authorities taking on operational planning responsibilities (development plan, development management, enforcement and so on) from the then Department for Regional Development (DRDNI, now the Department for Infrastructure, DfINI) (NIA 2016). The number of local authorities were reduced from 26 to 11 to enable a more strategic approach, which included the introduction of cross-cutting Community Plans, based largely on the Scottish model. Local policies must be in general conformity with the RDS and the preparation of development plans and development schemes must ‘take account’ of the RDS. Development plans now consist of a plan strategy and a local policies plan which DfINI evaluate to test their ‘soundness’, including the extent to which they have complied with relevant guidance in the RDS.

The DfINI retains responsibility for regionally significant and ‘called-in’ applications; planning legislation; the RDS; strategic guidance; oversight of Council planning functions; and performance management (NIA 2016). As part of this process, Planning Policy Statements (PPS) dealing with, for example, retailing, town centres and enforcement are being (gradually) consolidated within a single Strategic Planning Policy Statement (SPPS) (DfINI 2015). The SPFS sits within the RDS 2035 and provides the basis for Councils to develop their own planning policies through the development plans process. A number of local development plans have been prepared by Councils, but in practice, have not offered a radical departure from the previous generation of area plans. Commitments to deal with the spatial legacy of conflict, poverty and exclusion or mixed communities, even in a broad sense, are weak at best. The emerging strategies along the border do seem to make an attempt to deal with north-south linkages especially around transport, access to specific ports and priorities for infrastructure investment.

The architecture of the new planning system is therefore evolving, especially in terms of central local relations, operating systems and a new generation of development plans under political control for the first time since 1971. It is hard to underestimate the impact of Brexit on the island of Ireland and border communities in particular. But, spatial planning has been mobilised at the local rather than the official level, with places and interests most affected by Brexit (usually along the border) developing their own analysis, data, coalitions and ideas about space, place and governance.

**Commentary: Efficacy and Key Issues**

The ability to bring political, economic, community and environmental interests together to create and re-produce a regional plan since 2001 is an important achievement in its own right. But its value is more than performative in building the type of collaborative politics that have, despite disruption, created a broadly agreed vision for the future of the region. We now have a regional framework that interprets the explicit political agreements in the Programme for Government in a spatial form, creates the context for local development and recognises the importance of both north-south and east-west relationships. It is far from perfect in directing investment or local priorities but its analytical rigour, stability over time and collaborative qualities demonstrate the capacity of the region to deliver a new style of post-conflict policy making and politics.

However, the broadly based and socially inclusive style of RDS 2025 has been harder in the more economic, pro-growth focus of RDS 2035. The progressive commitments to addressing segregation and poverty were removed in favour of a strategy aimed at competitiveness, connectivity and inward investment. It is hard to disagree with Allmendinger and Haughton (2010) that, as it rolled out, spatial planning tended to incorporate objection, marginalise equity and ecological goals and naturalise and ultimately reproduce power relations that privileged neoliberal economic interests.

But where early rounds of neoliberal policy scripted a narrowing of planning’s remit to a regulatory land-use function, spatial planning has implicated planning within the wider legitimating tactics for achieving high levels of economic growth through its capacity to incorporate alternative visions within its remit. (Allmendinger and Haughton 2010: 608)

But this is only part of the explanation. The failure to progress SPG-SRC 3 also relates to a lack of skills, explicit and achievable guidance and a clearer understanding the limits of planning to deal with a structural (even ancient) socio-territorial processes. Calls for planning to restructure sectarian space, simply because it is a spatial policy function, were always too simplistic. Johnston and Heavy (2016) also questioned the extent to which physical and economic planning has delivered a more competitive economy, with growth rates struggling well behind averages in both the UK and the Republic of Ireland. They evaluate the Index of Competitiveness, which measures a range of attributes from 1 (being the best) to 10 (being the least competitive) between 2009 and 2014. The Index does not change at all for environmental sustainability (6.5), quality of life (5.3), the business environment (4.8) or innovation, and research and development (6.4).

There was modest improvement in physical infrastructure from 6.3 to 5.9 but at the same time, education and skills declined from 5.4 to 5.9. Much of the impact on infrastructure has been on the availability of superfast broadband (10) but traffic congestion (10.0), energy import dependency (10.0) and airport connections (10.0) remain...
stupendously high. They also note that Northern Ireland lags significantly behind Europe, the UK and the Republic on energy generation from renewable resources (3.4%), municipal waste in landfill (49%) and recycling (60%). Importantly, they note that the proportion of the population at risk of poverty (after housing costs) is the highest of all UK regions at 20% compared with a national average of 15%.

Brownlow (2017) concludes that the Northern Ireland Executive’s strategy to reduce Corporation Tax is misplaced and unlikely to have a significant effect on inward investment, weak skills in high-growth sectors and poor external connectivity. Moreover, the imbalance between the east and the west and the looming crisis in the border region are significant drags on the capacity of Northern Ireland to compete on a global scale. Since the Referendum, an alliance of local authorities in the north and south have begun to think of the border space as a distinct region that requires a new planning imagination, evidence and arguments and a governance regime to better manage the impact of Brexit. The East Border Region (EBR 2017) carried out extensive research on conditions in the border as a separate place from that presented in the RDS 2035 or the Republic’s National Planning Framework 2040. In particular, they set out a range of economic forecasts that illustrate the shock to local authorities, especially in Northern Ireland. They suggest, in the lower-case scenario, that the border counties could lose 4,000 jobs by 2026, which is significantly higher than the rest of Northern Ireland or in neighbouring counties in the Republic (EBR 2017) (Evidence Area/territory not recognised in the North (NWWA 2017); and Derry and Donegal Councils have recently advocated a Cross-Border Free Trade Zone (CBFTZ) as part of the need for customs checks and tariff controls (UEPC 2017).

There is, however, renewed interest in functional integration, the importance of formal and informal governance arrangements and the need for a more complex interdependent understanding of settlements along the border (Walsh 2015). The problem here is that there is very little evidence that these settlements are actually interdependent, rather than competitive, not least, as competition is itself, subject to changes in fiscal policy (especially in highly taxed items such as fuel and alcohol), increasingly volatile exchange rates and investor decisions made well outside the border region. ESPON has recently developed a range of resources and tools to support a rearticulated polycentric concept, which ‘encourages regions and cities, working with neighbouring territories, to explore common strengths and promote more functional links and interactions across places’ (ESPON 2018, p. 7). However, few of the advocacy studies and campaigning documents on the Irish border show how these strategies can build a critical mass of more functional, cross-border or sub-regional balanced development. A far more convincing evidence base is needed to make capital out of productive soft spaces and related governance arrangements, resisting the punitive effects of Brexit or offering alternatives to imposed ideas of regional growth.

**Wider Implications of the Northern Ireland Case**

- The experience of spatial planning in Northern Ireland has its own unique social, cultural and place challenges but also raises important implications for regional planning in the UK more broadly and internationally. For example, high-level plans for a region confronting the complexity and confusion of a post-Brexit world is an important act in itself. The participatory and inclusive way the Northern Ireland approach, the extent of debate, the room for alternative expressions of place and the idea that there is a corporate framework to work to (in incomplete and often imperfect ways) is something to value and protect. Of course, people will be left out, more powerful interests will attempt to get their way and there is a reductive feature to such strategies as they attempt to satisfy multiple interests. But the process of understanding contemporary regions and relationships between spatial scales, reinforces the importance of planning as a political, social and community project. The Northern Ireland case also stresses the need to anchor such a project in a sense of redistructive practice and ideas about the reformist potential of planning as a discipline and a process.

- Second and related to this, multiple stakeholders and alliances have used the technologies of spatial planning to understand their place and the threats they face, especially along the Irish border. These ‘soft’ plans and places and related ‘think’ networks construct an image of a progressively post-referendum politics and an open, responsive form of spatial planning. Their ideas, analysis and arguments should be respected as part of planning and building a better understanding of the complexity of place management. They are valuable in their own right as local collectives (Councils, community groups and businesses) and have used this knowledge base to advocate directly with Europe, Dublin and Westminster. But the soft world of spatial planning has its own limitations and contradictions. There is competition between the north-south, and the east border regions and the rural middle is well aware of its potential to be squeezed in competition from any UK-EU settlement. More importantly, it is the ‘hard’ world of public expenditure, resource allocation, fiscal policy and infrastructure that the future of places are likely to be decided.

- For national spatial planning to be relevant, legitimate and ultimately effective it needs to be accommodated and reconceived in its relationships of place in formal planning processes and most of all, the investments they direct.

- Finally, the RDS did not anticipate Brexit but its capacity to think strategically about the future and the risks and opportunities we face as a region are valuable for a national ‘scanning’ processes. There are significant challenges in ageing, obesity and of course, climate change that will profoundly affect where we live, the type of future we want, what sustainable economies mean for planetary resources and how these long-term ideas relate to short-term planning decisions. Northern Ireland is performing badly on environmental sustainability, and regional planning has not had the hoped-for impact on renewable energy, oil dependence or waste management.

Setting strategic objectives and targets; helping to translate these and guide practice at the local level; and monitoring, even evaluating, whether plans are effective, is critical environmentally, socially and politically. As with Northern Ireland, the priority is to provide the technical detail to ‘drop-down’ high level commitments into decision making at the local level. As with Northern Ireland, the priority is to provide the technical detail to ‘drop-down’ high level commitments into decision making at the local level.
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Abstract

Scotland has a long and acknowledged tradition of strategic planning practice – a consequence of its economy, geography and urban-rural relations – and this is reflected in a number of innovative strategic planning measures. These have included city-regional planning, regional development institutional arrangements, national planning guidelines, regional reports and the current National Planning Framework model. As a consequence of changing economic and governance arrangements, the permeation of neoliberal ideological metrics and a public economy austerity that tradition is being degraded, diluted and dissolved. A new understanding is required which captures and celebrates prior experiential learning and which in the light of so doing devises and safeguards an appropriate strategic planning tradition into the future.

Planning Scotland Spatially

In its various forms, national strategic planning in Scotland emerged as a consequence of the scale of planning issues, the agendas associated with uneven economic geographies, the restructuring of post-industrial cities, oil related growth management agendas, the challenges of sparsely populated areas, associated urban – rural-island relations, landownership patterns, issues around accessibility and the necessary provision of infrastructure.

For the purposes of this article the thinking and practice associated with national strategic planning may be traced to the earlier post-war period. Perhaps the first wave of engagement was the active interest in devising arrangements for effective city-regionalism as in West Central Scotland and Tayside (Wannop 1986). In the Clyde Valley, for example, the initial strategic planning interventions laid down a template for successive city-regional planning exercises. The Tay Plan (1950) addressed the complex strategic relationships between Dundee and its functional city regional hinterland (McCarthy 2007). The essence of strategic planning in these instances acknowledged the scales involved, the urban and rural changes taking place and the need to devise a co-ordinated framework to secure economic and social regeneration.

Subsequently, and as a response to entrenched regional economic contraction in the north-east of Scotland, there was an organic turn to strategic thinking. The broad regional economy which included Aberdeen was severely disadvantaged by the structural changes taking place in the urban economies of the city and smaller towns and the surrounding rural hinterland. The region was also disadvantaged being relatively isolated. The then fragmented system of local government also inhibited individual action yet a strategic response came through the setting up of the North-East Scotland Joint Planning Advisory Committee (NESJPAC) in the late 1960s. The coalition of local authorities adopted a strategic and holistic analysis of the prevailing problems, identified the economic potential and devised a deliberate set of priorities for securing economic recovery. The NESJPAC plan clearly established a discriminatory framework across the region. The advent of North-Sea oil and gas offshore petroleum resources in the early 1970s then subsequently provided the economic stimulus for the region and the NESJPAC Plan provided the strategic basis for the required growth management planning in the region (Harris et al 1988).
The emphasis on strategic planning continued with a turn to the national canvas. Economic restructuring and the attendant uncertainties for localities across Scotland prompted strategic planning to move beyond the townscape to a national scale which will show how it is intended to utilise the land for urban, industrial and recreational purposes. To prepare such a policy plan, the Scottish Office established a National Planning Framework (Scotland) Act 2006 which set out an unabashed strategic dimension to planning practice (Peel and Lloyd 2006). Central to this was the concept of a National Planning Framework. This framework was set out into accessible views of planning authorities, industrialists, trade unions and many other interested parties. The structure plans of the new regional planning authorities must conform to the national indicative plan”.

The proposal did not take this specific form but it did influence subsequent planning as circumstances changed following the economic stimulus of North-Sea oil and gas developments. Second, in the mid-1970s, the new strategic governance arrangements espoused – the creation of 12 Regional Councils with constituent District Councils. Regional Reports were published in 1976 – within 12 months of the new regional authorities being established (Lloyd 1997). Furthermore, when taken together the 12 Regional Reports created a Scottish wide perspective which demonstrated the new economic geography from industrial restructuring and contraction in Glasgow and Dundee, the issues around rural sparsely populated areas in the Borders and Highlands and islands, and oil related growth in Aberdeen.

Third, a real advance in the execution of national strategic planning came in the context of the onshore developments associated with the crisis did not alleviate criticism of the new planning system and advice to planning authorities on appropriate procedural steps attracted critical attention. It prompted the publication of additional National Planning Guidelines dealing with a diverse range of planning topics including the development of urban green space, the designation of land resource and the protection of town centre and shopping centres (Lloyd 1996). The Nuffield Foundation (1986), for example, in its inquiry into the UK planning system suggested the model be used as within a planning system: a detailed look at the Scottish model. This was, of course, too place – with variations on the nomenclature. At this stage, it is evident that Scotland had innovated, nurtured and articulated national strategic planning as the bedrock of its own planning system. The National Planning Guidance has endured although the move to redesign the instrument as a single statement of policy across the individual parts of the devolved UK is suggestive of an attempt to simplify the mechanism. Arguably, strategic thinking needs to be reflective of and sensitive to the complex dimensions of change involved in land use and development. Reductionism in this way works against that ambition.

A distinctive feature of the National Planning Guideline model was that the statement of policy priorities was supported (and strengthened) by two documents. The Planning Advice Note (PAN) provided directions to local planning authorities, developers, landowners and communities as how best to address issues associated with the specific policy in hand. The Planning Advice Note (PAN) provided the statement of principle and intelligence which provided a statement of the evidence which justified the policy framework. The significance of the PAN and PAN statements have drawn to the planning tradition is the National Planning Framework. This framework was set out into accessible views of planning authorities, industrialists, trade unions and many other interested parties. The structure plans of the new regional planning authorities must conform to the national indicative plan”.

The Scottish national strategic planning reflects the history and experience of its spaces and places and has tended to be a composite of factor-based planning, sector planning, integrated planning and spatial planning (which promotes connectivity). The concept of national strategic planning may be considered in terms of a philosophy, a statement of intent and a process. In terms of philosophy, there is the strategic planning tradition is the National Planning Framework. Its spirit and purpose deserve some further comment. More recently, the idea to innovate around a National Planning Framework was to provide a backbone to statutory land use planning. The framework set out the national perspective for regulating and managing the built and natural environment. It stated a vision for Scotland to which other public policy plans and programmes would connect. This reciprocity and conformity with the economic development agenda was important in reconciling the different dimensions of change and development.

At the present time, the most recent articulation of the national strategic planning tradition is the National Planning Framework model. Its spirit and purpose serve some further comment. First, the idea to innovate around a National Planning Framework was to provide a backbone to statutory land use planning. The framework set out the national perspective for regulating and managing the built and natural environment. It stated a vision for Scotland to which other public policy plans and programmes would connect. This reciprocity and conformity with the economic development agenda was important in reconciling the different dimensions of change and development.

The evidence and historical experience would suggest that Scotland moved to a national strategic planning philosophy and format as a direct response to its economic conditions, geographical variations, social and community contrasts and environmental challenges. Essentially the conventional statutory land use planning arrangements were strengthened by operating in a context that set out priorities in an open manner. In the Scottish context, national strategic planning may be understood as a different model of intervention from statutory land use planning (which is regulatory based with respect to land use and development) and strategic planning (which promotes connectivity). The concept of national strategic planning may be considered in terms of a philosophy, a statement of intent and a process. In terms of philosophy, there is the strategic planning tradition is the National Planning Framework. Its spirit and purpose deserve some further comment. More recently, the idea to innovate around a National Planning Framework was to provide a backbone to statutory land use planning. The framework set out the national perspective for regulating and managing the built and natural environment. It stated a vision for Scotland to which other public policy plans and programmes would connect. This reciprocity and conformity with the economic development agenda was important in reconciling the different dimensions of change and development.

Third Way phase) in the 1990s had weakened the support for national strategic planning in Scotland. Indeed, there was an acknowledgement of a strategic planning deficit and this was the clear rationale to put into effect a modernisation of the planning system and its strategic development. Here it is important to consider the process of review and modernisation culminated in the Planning (Scotland) Act 2006 which set out an unabashed strategic dimension to planning practice (Peel and Lloyd 2006). Central to this was the concept of a National Planning Framework.

The process of review and modernisation culminated in the Planning (Scotland) Act 2006 which set out an unabashed strategic dimension to planning practice (Peel and Lloyd 2006). Central to this was the concept of a National Planning Framework. This framework was set out into accessible views of planning authorities, industrialists, trade unions and many other interested parties. The structure plans of the new regional planning authorities must conform to the national indicative plan”.

The process of review and modernisation culminated in the Planning (Scotland) Act 2006 which set out an unabashed strategic dimension to planning practice (Peel and Lloyd 2006). Central to this was the concept of a National Planning Framework. This framework was set out into accessible views of planning authorities, industrialists, trade unions and many other interested parties. The structure plans of the new regional planning authorities must conform to the national indicative plan”. Second, in the mid-1970s, the new strategic governance arrangements espoused – the creation of 12 Regional Councils with constituent District Councils. Regional Reports were published in 1976 – within 12 months of the new regional authorities being established (Lloyd 1997). Furthermore, when taken together the 12 Regional Reports created a Scottish wide perspective which demonstrated the new economic geography from industrial restructuring and contraction in Glasgow and Dundee, the issues around rural sparsely populated areas in the Borders and Highlands and islands, and oil related growth in Aberdeen.

Third, a real advance in the execution of national strategic planning came in the context of the onshore developments associated with the economic crisis did not alleviate criticism of the new planning system and advice to planning authorities on appropriate procedural steps attracted critical attention. It prompted the publication of additional National Planning Guidelines dealing with a diverse range of planning topics including the development of urban green space, the designation of land resource and the protection of town centre and shopping centres (Lloyd 1996). The Nuffield Foundation (1986), for example, in its inquiry into the UK planning system suggested the model be used as within a planning system: a detailed look at the Scottish model. This was, of course, too place – with variations on the nomenclature. At this stage, it is evident that Scotland had innovated, nurtured and articulated national strategic planning as the bedrock of its own planning system. The National Planning Guidance has endured although the move to redesign the instrument as a single statement of policy across the individual parts of the devolved UK is suggestive of an attempt to simplify the mechanism. Arguably, strategic thinking needs to be reflective of and sensitive to the complex dimensions of change involved in land use and development. Reductionism in this way works against that ambition.

By the Scottish Parliament in 2018. Whilst the national Planning Framework remains, other proposed changes deviate the national strategic spirit of Scottish planning. This is evident in the above planning topics including the development of urban green space, the designation of land resource and the protection of town centre. However, it is important to consider the process of review and modernisation culminated in the Planning (Scotland) Act 2006 which set out an unabashed strategic dimension to planning practice (Peel and Lloyd 2006). Here it is important to consider the process of review and modernisation culminated in the Planning (Scotland) Act 2006 which set out an unabashed strategic dimension to planning practice (Peel and Lloyd 2006). Here it is important to consider the process of review and modernisation culminated in the Planning (Scotland) Act 2006 which set out an unabashed strategic dimension to planning practice (Peel and Lloyd 2006).
Second, the National Planning Framework was intended to provide a means of integrating wider economic considerations, social aspects, community planning activities and environmental values. It was intended that with respect to strategic development plans for the city-regions, updating of development plans, changes to development management, and strengthening of enforcement. The National Planning Framework was promoted following the formal scrutiny by Scottish Parliament committees to a material consideration in the statutory regulatory processes of the land use planning system. Third, it is tenuous that it represents a distinctively Scottish interpretation of the spatial planning tradition which emerged from Europe and which has proved highly influential elsewhere. Scotland however brought its history and traditions to assert its own brand – national strategic planning – as an interpretation of the broader spatial planning agenda.

The challenges to Scotland’s distinctive national strategic planning traditions and architecture rest on the general economic context, the associated power relations under globalisation and emerging geopolitical domains, the implications for land, labour and capital markets, the social consequences in terms of exclusion and disparities and the environmental agendas. Neoliberalism, in particular poses considerable challenges due to its belief in economic freedom, minimal government controls and regulations and the promotion of economic freedom, minimal government controls and regulations and infrastructure. Strategic planning now operates in a new moral economy of markets, land uses, sizes and phases. It correctly points to the tension between national strategic planning – the need to plan for and programme long term infrastructure investment over decades. Planning fills the gap – in seeking to align these at national strategic planning level – a complex layering of interests, property rights and expectations involved. The research showed that development plan policies for infrastructure provision are inconsistent in their format and the level of detail. It describes the planning system as a “choreographer” of other agencies’ plans and actions to help enable development to happen. This insight suggests that the provision of infrastructure needs radical review so that it can nest with a national strategic planning framework.

There is a need for national strategic planning to be re-invigorated and given the appropriate resource base. The National Planning Framework is a form of indicative planning and requires an investment and spending schedule to marshal the strategic development of national projects. Here priorities have to be dovetailed with infrastructure and devised within a national context. Development in time and space is not an even processes and national strategic planning can provide a longer term approach to securing environmental robustness, and economic and social justice across Scotland.

The Scottish experience of strategic planning suggests that planning is a long game – it must draw on its provenance and history, its experiential learning and be longer term and holistic in meeting future challenges. Scotland’s strategic perspective was born of its economic, social and environmental circumstances. A corporate philosophy encouraged an integrated, longer term perspective. That is the core of strategic planning. It involves imaginative thinking, leadership and political bravery. It also rests on partnership thinking in theory and practice – coalition building is all important to secure complex outcomes which are systemic in character. Strategic planning can therefore contribute to more effective interventions at times of resource contraction – it can enable duplication, overlap and underlap between different facets of national, regional and local governance. Scotland’s maturation of strategic planning demonstrated the benefits to private and public interests of enabling greater consistency in policy execution. Sadly, the tsunami of neoliberal thinking, allied to austerity and the political priorities around private solutions has weakened the strategic planning contribution in Scotland.

The lessons for England are blunt. A national strategic perspective which is devised in the light of the reality of economic inefficiencies, social injustices and geographical diversities is required. A national indicative planning framework has to take the difficult decisions, and act as a strong reticulist in reconciling different interests at different times in different places. Thus, for England, strategic planning has to be about vocal conversations with local communities across the wide geographical landscapes of work, investment, and infrastructure. Strategic planning offers the potential to challenge the economic, social and environmental biases in policy and decision making. The most important lesson for England is that whilst a national strategic approach implies a rigid hierarchy of policy options and priorities it has to be devised from communities upwards. It must reflect social and community, business and government perspectives and needs. That is the real legitimacy of a strategic planning methodology.
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Abstract

The National Planning Framework published in February 2018 marks a new departure for planning in an Irish context. It is ambitious in scope and aims to integrate public policy horizontally and vertically across government departments and at multiple scales. The regional tier of government is empowered, and new regional policy tools in the form of the RSES and MASP have been introduced. For the first time capital investment is being closely aligned with spatial planning. Nonetheless, despite attempts at central government level to ‘de-politicise’ the policy development phase, implementation at the local level faces a number of significant challenges.
Over the last fifteen years, Ireland has experienced an unprecedented economic boom that resulted in particular in the uncontrolled growth of Dublin into surrounding counties, unprecedented economic boom that resulted in particular in the uncontrolled growth of Dublin into surrounding counties, followed by a dramatic downturn and crisis that resulted in extreme austerity (see Heffernan et al. 2018). This brought sharp focus dramatic spatial and social divides across the country: economically as measured by unemployment for example; socially in terms of access to housing and emigration, particularly from western seaboard counties; and physically in terms of abandoned unfished developments and quality of life. One measure of the scale of divergence is population change and from 1991-2016 the mid-Eastern area (broadly defined as the counties surrounding Dublin) had almost doubled in population while in the same period the population of the northwest had shrunk to 67% of their 1991 values. Despite plans for a successor to the National Spatial Strategy being mooted since 2014, the new National Planning Framework was only formally launched in February 2018. The premise of the new plan is that continuing to facilitate a ‘Business as Usual’ scenario in Ireland is not an option given growing regional divergence and projections that population will grow by approximately 1 million people up to 2040 and that 550,000 extra homes will be needed.

Unlike previous attempts at spatial or regional planning in Ireland, unprecedented emphasis was placed in the NPF process on creating opportunities for debate around the shape of the plan to build ‘buy-in’ and legitimacy ultimately for the implementation stage. During the consultation phase, public town-hall style meetings attended by the relevant Minister and senior officials were held across the regions, in third level institutions, and through stakeholder roundtable fora. Following 18 months of extensive consultation the new National Planning Framework was launched together with a National Investment Plan, as part of a wider public policy initiative entitled Project Ireland 2040. The purpose of the National Planning Framework is to enable strategic choices to be made about the future and to provide a general framework within which sectoral investment and other priorities can be decided upon. As its name suggests, rather than being entirely prescriptive the new document outlines the general principles and framework within which the entire planning system and investment decision-making will be realigned. The core concepts relate to achieving regional balance, optimising investment through concentration in a smaller number of growth centres, achieving compact growth within urban centres, and alignment with capital investment and infrastructure delivery. Critically, the regional scale is identified as being a crucial driver to achieve the range of national strategic objectives, which marks a significant shift in thinking.

One of the marked features of previous attempts at national scale planning in Ireland was the absence of meaningful power and institutions at the meso-scale. The National Planning Framework identifies the regional level as critical to mediate between the overarching principles of the national plan and the realities of implementation and alignment at the local level. In January 2015, three new regional assemblies were established (Figure 8) and each of them have now been tasked as a priority with developing Regional Spatial and Economic Strategies (RSES).

The RSES are required under the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended) to address employment, retail, housing, transport, water services, energy and communications, waste management, education, health, sports and community facilities, environment and heritage, landscape, sustainable development and climate change. Preparation of these plans commenced in October 2017 and each regional assembly produced an ‘issues paper’ outlining the business as usual approach and the case for thinking more strategically to optimise the potential of the region. Evidence-based, they raise key questions about how the region will look in 2030 and how growth should be directed and managed. The plans went on public consultation until 16th February 2018, interim drafts were produced, with final publication in Spring 2019. For the first time, the RSES will interact with and between national sectoral plans and for the 5 cities...
A major conceptual departure from previous attempts at regional or national planning, has been the emphasis on balanced growth. Although first mooted in the Buchanan report of the late 1960s, the discourse over the last four decades was on achieving balanced regional development through dispersal which resulted in sub-optimal outcomes. The National Spatial Strategy (2002) tried to address this by identifying gateways and hubs to focus development but the number of them, for the scale of the country, was insufficient and dispersal predominated. The NPF is now focused on balanced growth with the ‘core’ strategy targeting 50% growth in the Eastern Midland region with 50% to be achieved in the other two balanced growth regions. The NPF is now focused on dispersed growth with the goal of enhancing quality of life and securing progress towards environmental sustainability. It is ambitious, evidence-based and coherent but also challenges regional and local government, the spatial planning system, and sectoral planning and policymakers. One of the first challenges facing the regional assemblies is how they align the new RSES approach with a well-established tradition of sectoral planning and policymaking that has characterised Irish public policy.

Policy integration at the regional scale One of the key tenets of the NPF is that it promotes vertical alignment in a multi-level governance context from central through to local plans and that it supports horizontal, cross-sectoral alignment by adopting a spatial focus. However given the plethora of state agencies and quasi-state agencies operating across a variety of sectors, identifying all the key actors and aligning them as part of the development of the Regional Spatial and Economic Strategies is an important challenge. This has already been evident in the context of Dublin where across one sector—transport—an estimated 62 agencies/organisations have been identified as potential stakeholders to be consulted about one large-scale redevelopment proposal in the city centre. However the direct link that has been made between the NPF, and ultimately the RSES for each region, and capital investment should be the necessary ‘carrot’ to encourage cross-sectoral cooperation.

Projects such as the Project Ireland 2040 initiative offer new funding opportunities for regional and local governments to deliver on the plans in the NPF. For example, the financial backing required to deliver on the promise of the successful regeneration fund will provide the investment to deliver relatively quickly on some proposals and enhance the credibility of the plan at local level. A new National Planning Framework will strategically manage public and state lands for future affordable housing, an important institutional underpinning for the ambitious national strategic outcomes identified in the NPF.

Towards implementation of the National Planning Framework The NPF has the potential to radically transform the spatial and economic development patterns of the Republic of Ireland, enhance quality of life and aid progress towards environmental sustainability. It is ambitious, evidence-based and coherent but also challenges regional and local government, the spatial planning system, and sectoral planning and policymakers. One of the first challenges facing the regional assemblies is how they align the new RSES approach with a well-established tradition of sectoral planning and policymaking that has characterised Irish public policy.

Cities as strategic regional growth centres Given the traditional rural emphasis in Irish spatial policy, the new emphasis in the NPF on the role of the urban is an important recognition of the reality of contemporary Ireland but also exceptionally challenging politically. The framework recognises the strategic role of Dublin as a capital city, and a gateway to the global economy, and acknowledges that growth will continue and that public policy should sustain the city. However achieving the kind of equitable growth envisaged in the plan can only happen if a balance is achieved between the growth of Dublin and the four other cities. Ambitious growth targets have been set as illustrated in Figure 9 for the cities outside of Dublin. However even if these are met, the exceptional dominance of Dublin within the urban system will remain unchanged.

Figure 9
Targeted pattern of population growth in Ireland's cities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Population 2016</th>
<th>Population Growth to 2040</th>
<th>Minimum Target Population 2040</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dublin - City and Suburbs</td>
<td>1,173,000</td>
<td>20-25%</td>
<td>235,000 - 293,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cork - City and Suburbs</td>
<td>209,000</td>
<td>50-60%</td>
<td>105,000 - 125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limerick - City and Suburbs</td>
<td>94,000</td>
<td>50-60%</td>
<td>47,000 - 56,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galway - City and Suburbs</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>50-60%</td>
<td>40,000 - 48,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterford - City and Suburbs</td>
<td>54,000</td>
<td>50-60%</td>
<td>27,000 - 32,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: National Planning Framework, 2018, 62
Along with the emphasis on growing cities, National Policy Objective 67 within the NPF requires the production of 12-year Metropolitan Area Spatial Plans (MASPs) in tandem with, and as part of, Regional Spatial and Economic Strategies (RSES). This new policy comes for the first time the reality of city-regionalism in Ireland and MASPs have been given statutory underpinning. The Urban Regeneration and Development Fund will provide critical funding support for the realisation of the MASPs and urban development generally in large urban centres beyond the five cities. While the MASPs are strategically important, their development and implementation is not straightforward. At regional assembly level significant urban/rural cleavages, stronger than party political divides, are beginning to emerge. For assemblies that are dominated by rural based representatives, it will be a major challenge to both develop and implement the MASPs approach particularly in the context of upcoming local elections in Spring/Summer 2019. The National Planning Framework as an overarching vision has achieved cross-party support in the Dáil (national parliament). However given the inherently political nature of planning as a process - involving strategic choice-making about distribution of investment and services - it would be impossible to de-politicise the process despite what central government ministers might argue.

**The politics of planning in Ireland**

The National Planning Framework has many obvious attributes and transformational ambitions, but implementation and its ultimate success will depend on learning from the lessons of previous attempts at national spatial planning. As one level of planning development and policy appears to be aligning in a way not heretofore seen, how the newly empowered regional assemblies, policy tools, and offices/agencies will be embedded or aligned within existing institutional structures is critical and potentially fraught with tension. The new National Regeneration and Development Agency (NRDA) is committed to: “drive the renewal of strategic areas not being utilised to their full potential, (e.g. through depopulation and economic rationalisation) from cities and larger towns to opportunities at a smaller scale in rural towns and villages”, yet how this intersects with regional and local government has not been established. One might assume that the NRDA role will be to operationalise the RSES and MASPs but this is not yet clear. In some ways this emphasis on the national and regional level of planning runs contrary to the principles of the Urban Agenda of the European Union (2016) which suggests that urban authorities as the level of government closest often to citizens have the key role to play. However the Local Government Reform Act (2014) abolished urban district councils so the county council is the smallest unit of administration meaning that for some cities and towns, rural-based politicians are making key decisions. Therefore, the key question is the role and place of the regional level of governance. This is one of the critical issues where implementation of the NPF, despite the best intentions, may fail. Political parties and also potentially indicates increased centralisation of power in an already highly centralised polity.

A related issue is the effectiveness of the regional tier in Ireland. Given the new powers and responsibilities that now sit at the regional level, are the make-up and structure of the regional assemblies fit for purpose? The assemblies are a nominee-based government with each constituent local authority sending a stated number of representatives to the assembly. While theoretically councillors leave their local authority identities at the door of the assembly chamber, the reality is that local councilors will have the best interests of their county or district in mind when decision-making is taking place. The NPF suggests that growth within the regions should be redirected within and close to cities/urban centres rather than on fringe areas that are not served by the RSES. Recognising that planning is an inherently political process, the linkage between plan development and implementation and promote strategic choice-making.

**Future development of national spatial planning in Ireland**

Although The National Planning Framework is in its infancy, early indications suggest that the ambition shown in its development is being continued through the implementation phase. A Project Ireland 2040 Delivery Board was established and first met in May 2018 to agree a set of initial priorities and a detailed implementation roadmap was circulated by the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government to key stakeholders in July 2018. The Planning and Development (Amendment) Bill 2016 which gives statutory footing to the framework was enacted and signed into law in July 2018 enabling key offices and agencies to be established. New Development Plan reviews and Local Area Plan reviews can be rendered consistent with the RSES. Recognising that all levels of plans require updated and more comprehensive frameworks and to be effective implementation and the political cycle.

---
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Abstract

Any discussion about the need for and shape of a national spatial plan for England has to start with a recognition that there already exists a de facto plan expressed in the cumulative spatial impact of national investment decisions. That the spatial ramifications of this de facto plan are not articulated explicitly, publicly or consciously is a challenge given that it often works to reinforce regional inequalities and the privileged position of London and the South East in the nation’s economy. This article reports upon an initiative which is working to heighten awareness of the spatial impacts of spatially blind national investment strategies and to promote the virtues of developing an explicitly spatial strategy for England.

Context

England is characterised by deep disparities in wealth and income between and within its regions and cities. In fact, the difference in prosperity between its most and least productive regions is one of the largest in the OECD and does not seem to be narrowing (Gal and Egeland 2018). Inequalities reflect and in turn contribute to: low productivity, affecting national economic growth; failing housing markets; overloaded and underfunded infrastructure; underused and undervalued asset, and inefficient use of resources.

Spatially blind national investment strategies (for example in Science and Transport) are unwittingly reproducing existing inequalities, and reinforcing the preeminence of London and the South East in the nation’s economy. Those affected by inequalities often feel excluded from having a voice. There is a need to develop an explicitly spatial framework for England which is sensitive to and cognisant of the impacts of inequalities on communities at all levels and for all places, and which has been debated and agreed.

National Spatial Planning in England

National spatial planning is not a new concept within England. The 1940 Barlow Plan, for example, played a key role in shaping the distribution of population and development across the country, not least with respect to its vision for new towns. But this plan was top down and embedded ideas and approaches which are no longer appropriate. The need for light touch national spatial economic policies has been recognised in one form or another for some time in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

An unpublished report in 1995 by the RTPI Policy Committee set out its policy in support of national spatial planning including for England. Subsequently, the case for a national planning framework for England – either as part of a UK-wide plan or for itself – has been made in a number of subsequent clarion calls, most notably in a 2006 report titled ‘Uniting Britain’ (Wong et al. 2006). With the further emergence of spatial frameworks in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, it has become evident that the absence of a national spatial planning framework for England represents a gap that needs to be filled. This is also reflected in the findings of the 2006 Hetherington Report by the TCPA ‘Connecting England’. More recently Sir John Armitt called for a national plan which sets how regions relate to each other.
This need is not however met by the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) for England. Neither the original 2012 version nor the revised 2018 NPPF update provide the required spatial framework or vision. However desirable it is in its own right, the NPPF has paid no attention or certainly insufficient attention to spatiality. It is essentially a framework for planning practice setting out policies to be applied consistently in England in the preparation of local plans and in the determination of planning applications. It is not a framework which sets out a vision for the future distribution of population, housing and development across England. In fact, it arguably has had unintended and unfortunate development and policy consequences by in effect reinforcing past trends. For example, the population forecasts to be used in local planning incorporate assumptions of an ongoing migration shift from the north to the south of England. This conclusion was also reached in the 2012 report by Wong et al. titled ‘A Map for England’. This report not only identified a wide range of policies for England that had explicit or implicit spatial implications for the development of the country. In addition, it highlighted the inconsistencies and sometimes conflicts which exist between various policies being pursued.

Implications of Future Proofing the Nation

The perspectives currently used to frame national policy are therefore generally myopic, tunnel-visioned and often backward-looking. Policy debate needs to face up to the challenge of future uncertainties. We currently suffer from poor vision when scanning the road ahead and often blindly follow evolving reality, trends or are driven by historic precedent and provide agenda. Future proofing and scenario building are hampered by the need for a wide perspective across a range of possible routes, drawing on an understanding of spatial and temporal relationships between the drivers of change from conventional and unconventional sources.

This is particularly significant in view of the uncertain future road ahead. The future of the UK and England is inextricably tied up with longer-term large-scale shifts in the geo-political tectonic plates, which are accelerating uncertainty for national forecasting and governance. This is demonstrated by the following illustrative issues with “inconvenient tipping points” waiting to happen:

- Climate change impacts for settlement and infrastructure in Britain and Europe, and likely effects on investment and insurance markets.
- Post peak-oil scenarios for global manufacturing activity and transport.
- Potential implications of demographic shifts across Africa and Europe as a second-order economic consequence of labour shortages in Europe.
- Global water and food shortage scenarios for countries such as China and India, even in the USA 30% of US counties already have a water shortage.

It is also necessary to be responsive to the accelerating rate of change in information technology. This will change the context for decision making (e.g. the impact of AI) and also the capacity to manage and plan. In particular, there is a whole new tool box of opportunities to understand and tackle problems at all scales, as highlighted by the work of the Urban Big Data Centre and Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis. They are not a panacea but could be a way of challenging what is becoming a world overloaded by data.

Tackling such challenges requires a structured approach at a national level that can allow the spatial-proofing of public policy in terms of:

- Analytical frameworks integrating analyses spatially in terms of social, economic and environmental systems. At present these trends still to be treated in a sectoral way, with impact assessments based on flawed spatial constructs, with environmental impacts, for example, internalised to the plan or programme area.
- Institutional mapping addressing the democratic deficits in society posed by the mismatch of power and responsibilities which arise from a geography of administrative arrangements which does not relate to the areas within which people search for homes, jobs or recreation.
- Technical capacity to cut through the emerging overload of data and the need to integrate “lay” knowledge in decision making and political responses.

The implications of these wider future challenges to public policy are that change is needed:

- To support the development of fundamental research questions about spatial futures.
- To identify and sponsor specific future research needs, and to be a centre for the co-ordination and dissemination of research.
- To look at the institutional aspects of how physical and social sciences are applied to spatial futures, and to help identify ways of improving this.
- To have regard to how physical and social research and science is generated, communicated and applied in relation to the definition of problems in spatial futures, and to their possible solutions.
- To develop scenarios and forecasts illustrating spatial futures and their implications so that policy is not simply driven by past trends.

Professional Response

Regional and local inequalities in England are unacceptable, unnecessary and too long-standing. The question for the planning community as a whole is who should lead the debate in identifying the nature of the problems and the potential solutions. As set out
A NEW AGENDA FOR ENGLAND

seeks to integrate infrastructure, to move the

by Murray and Goodstadt (2014) in their RTPI Centenary article 'Who Leads Planning?' (see also Goodstadt and Murray 2017): 'The major successes have generally been where:

• Planning policies have set out proactive development priorities upstream and not merely a set of reactive control criteria.

• Implementation ‘partners’ have been integral to plan making from the outset, and not treated as mere consultees or annexed to the plan.

• The plan has been linked to public sector expenditure programmes, effecting the delivery of a common vision.

Behind all celebrated and award winning planning successes has been the presence of strong political and professional leadership. The great achievements in planning over the last 100 years have been led by planners and politicians of vision. In the words of RTPI Gold Medallist Sir Robert Grieve they had a vision of “a better, more socially equitable, more beautiful future than is now the fashion or expectation”.

Towards a Spatial Strategy for the UK and England

It is in this context that the Common Futures Network (an informal network comprising key stakeholders and concerned citizens) was set up in 2016 in part to compile a Prospectus for ‘A New Vision for England and the UK’ (Common Futures Network). This set out not only the case for a national spatial planning framework but also its scope and components. These are encapsulated in eight propositions based around four core purposes of a national spatial framework i.e. those matters which can only be or are best defined at a national level.

The four core purposes are:

• To set out National Output Requirements, for example, in terms of longer-term economic and demographic change to provide a systematic and consistent basis for sectoral programmes of investment.

• To resolve inter-regional balances for example in terms of the relative role of regions in the Industrial Strategy’s priority sectors.

• To require cross-boundary action in the national interest, for example in terms of metropolitan regions and along key regional development corridors.

• To identify ‘National Projects’ which are critical to the restructuring of the nation and the opening up of opportunities of national significance e.g. core infrastructure or flagship developments.

It is also noted that from experience other national frameworks cover a range of sectoral interests which also need to have a national perspective. These include flooding, sea defences, conservation priorities, climate change targets and inclusion priorities. Their inclusion in a spatial strategy may be optional but they do provide relevant context for such a strategy and will be impacted by it.

The eight propositions are:

Proposition 1 sets out the core policy content of a national spatial framework for England and the UK. These include the following:

• The global role of the UK, and what is required to sustain the unique status of London as a trading centre

• A new regional development programme post-Brexit when the UK will no longer be eligible for ERDF/ESF Funding or from the European Investment Bank

• An urban agenda which sets out the relative role of the major cities, and support for ‘left over’ places

• A new rural agenda in the light, for example, of the changing politics of food production and the loss of CAP arrangements

• A National Green-Blue Network to set out the green infrastructure that supports the ecosystem services upon which we are dependent nationed

• An integrated infrastructure strategy that supports the common infrastructure that serves all cities, towns and regions

• State of the Nation Reporting (OBR-style body) to provide a basis for forward planning and monitoring

Proposition 2 calls for a place-based Industrial Strategy to harness the agglomerative capacity of the UK, and England in particular (as a global mega-region); refresh regional development programme aimed at reducing peri-urbanity; identify areas of industrial specialisation; link research and development, and set priorities and goals for underperforming parts of the country.

Proposition 3 seeks to integrate infrastructure, to move the agenda beyond re-engineering the nation to rebalancing opportunities within England, and to open up new development areas required to meet an estimated additional 9m population by 2040

Proposition 4 aspires to building a networked systems of cities, understanding and maximising functional linkages between cities, building upon, but not confined to, the three existing trans-regional priorities (Northern Powerhouse, Midlands Engine, and the Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Derby Corridor), and other nationally significant opportunities (e.g. Heathrow-Swindon-Bristol), as well as the HS2 corridors.

Proposition 5 works to secure the global role of London, ensuring that action throughout the London capital region supports the commercial, labour and housing markets upon which the future of London as a global city depends, through a high level non-statutory public-private forum, and also strengthening London’s relationships with other major UK cities.

Proposition 6 calls for more Devolution, reinforcing the potential created by the emerging framework of Combined Authorities through a more structured and incentivised basis for collaborative action, whilst retaining a safety net for vulnerable towns.

Proposition 7 identifies the components of a Framework based on these propositions identifying the key issues that must be decided at a national level for England in terms of the National Economic Hubs, Corridors and Networks in support of the National Flagship Projects and the national priorities for collaborative action.

Proposition 8 links Devolved National Frameworks through the British Irish Council’s Working Group to provide a common context for cross-border cooperation, creating synergies and identifying cross-boundary and external relationships and nation-wide approaches to increasing self-sufficiency in food, raw materials and energy.

In response to the challenges set out in the Prospectus an independent UK2070 Commission has been set up, chaired by Lord Kerslake which amongst other things will test these propositions (see http://uk2070.org.uk/). It has therefore set out the following goals:

• Illuminate the imbalances in the nature of economic activity,

• Illustrate the potential a national spatial economic framework

• Identify the range of policy interventions required to deliver change.

This Commission will report by the end of 2019. This initiative is seen as practical implementation of UN HABITAT the ‘New Urban Agenda’ and is already an indication in 2018 and the UK Government was a signatory. This makes clear that:

‘At this critical juncture in human history, rethinking the way we plan, build, and manage our urban spaces is not an option but an imperative. Our work to realise this vision begins now... We commit ourselves to... integrate urban and rural functions into the national and subnational spatial framework’

The time is right for action; as Lord Kerslake said in his address to the 2018 RTPI Convention watch this space!
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